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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA

Case No: 2:16-cv-00633-MRH
KIM CARTER, ASHLEY GENNOCK,
KENNETH HARRISON, JENNA
KASKORKIS, and DANIEL STYSLINGER,
individually and on behalf of all others similarly PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION FOR ATTORNEYS’
situated,
FEES AND EXPENSES, AND FOR
REPRESENTATIVE PLAINTIFFS’
Plaintiffs,
SERVICE PAYMENTS
v.
Filed Electronically
GENERAL NUTRITION CENTERS, INC., a
Delaware Corporation, GENERAL HOLDINGS,
INC., a Delaware Corporation,
Defendants.

Plaintiffs Kim Carter, Ashley Gennock, Kenneth Harrison, Jenna Kaskorkis, and Daniel
Styslinger move under Rules 23(h) and 54(d)(2) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure for an
award of attorneys’ fees, reimbursement of expenses, and approval of service payments to the
representative plaintiffs. The motion is made in connection with the proposed class action
settlement entered into with Defendants General Nutrition Centers, Inc. and General Holdings,
Inc. The Court preliminarily approved the settlement on September 9, 2019. (ECF No. 87).
Plaintiffs and their counsel request that the Court award $1,500,000 in attorneys’ fees and
expenses as contingent compensation for their efforts, and that the Court award $5,000 to each of
the five Plaintiffs in recognition of their services as class representatives in this case. In further
support of this motion, Plaintiffs submit the accompanying memorandum of law, and the
Declarations of Class Counsel: Robert R. Ahdoot, Jeffrey R. Krinsk, Gary F. Lynch, Reuben D.
Nathan, and Nick Suciu III.
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WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs request that their motion be granted. A proposed final order
and judgment granting the relief requested in this motion will be filed with Plaintiffs’
forthcoming Motion for Final Approval.
Dated: November 1, 2019

Respectfully submitted,
AHDOOT & WOLFSON, PC
By: /s/ Robert R. Ahdoot
Robert Ahdoot, admitted pro hac vice
rahdoot@ahdootwolfson.com
Tina Wolfson, admitted pro hac vice
twolfson@ahdootwlfson.com
10728 Lindbrook Drive
Los Angeles, CA 90024
Tel: (310) 474-9111; Fax: (310) 474-8585
CARLSON LYNCH, LLP
By: /s/ Gary F. Lynch
Gary F. Lynch
glynch@carlsonlynch.com
1133 Penn Avenue, 5th Floor
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15222
Tel: (412) 322-9243
Fax: (412) 231-0246
FINKELSTEIN & KRINSK LLP
Jeffrey R. Krinsk, Esq., admitted pro hac
vice
jrk@classactionlaw.com
Trenton R. Krinsk, Esq., admitted pro hac
vice
trk@classactionlaw.com
550 West C Street, Suite 1760
San Diego, California 92101-3579
Tel: (619) 238-1333; Fax: (619) 238-5425
BARBAT, MANSOUR & SUCIU PLLC
Nick Suciu III, Esq., admitted pro hac vice
nicksuciu@bmslawyers.com
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Barbat Mansour & Suciu PLLC
Bloomfield Hills, Michigan 48302
Tel: (313) 303-3472
NATHAN & ASSOCIATES, APC
Reuben D. Nathan, Esq., admitted pro hac
vice
rnathan@nathanlawpractice.com
2901 W. Coast, Suite 200
Newport Beach, California 92663
Tel:(949)270-2798; Fax:(949)209-0303
Class Counsel
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA

KIM CARTER, ASHLEY GENNOCK,
Case No: 2:16-cv-00633-MRH
KENNETH HARRISON, JENNA
KASKORKIS, and DANIEL STYSLINGER,
individually and on behalf of all others similarly DECLARATION OF ROBERT R.
situated,
AHDOOT IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS’
MOTION FOR ATTORNEYS’ FEES AND
Plaintiffs,
EXPENSES, AND FOR
v.
REPRESENTATIVE PLAINTIFFS’
SERVICE PAYMENTS
GENERAL NUTRITION CENTERS, INC., a
Delaware Corporation, GENERAL HOLDINGS, Filed Electronically
INC., a Delaware Corporation,
Defendants.

I, Robert R. Ahdoot, declare under penalty of perjury, pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746 and
based on my own personal knowledge and, where indicated as based on information and belief,
that the following statements are true:
1.

I am an attorney duly licensed to practice before all courts of the State of California

as well as other state and federal courts. I am a founding member of Ahdoot & Wolfson, PC
(“AW”) and designated by the Court as Class Counsel in the above-captioned matter. I respectfully
submit this Declaration in support of Plaintiffs’ Motion for Attorneys’ Fees and Expenses, and for
Representative Plaintiffs’ Service Payments.
2.

The principal attorneys and staff working on this matter at AW have included my

partners Tina Wolfson and Theodore W. Maya, former AW associate Vanessa Shakib, former AW
paralegal Diana Kiem, and I.
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3.

Also working with AW are attorneys and staff at co-Class Counsel’s law firms,

Carlson Lynch, LLP, Finkelstein & Krinsk LLP, Barbat, Mansour & Suciu PLLC, and Nathan &
Associates, APC.1
4.

AW, along with our co-Class Counsel have vigorously and zealously represented

the interests of the proposed Class from the inception of this hard-fought litigation until the present.
5.

Throughout this action, AW has sought to reach consensus with co-Class Counsel

to manage the administration and work division in this case in a systematic and efficient manner,
coordinating work assignments through conference calls, working to avoid duplication of efforts
or unnecessary work undertaken by any of the counsel for the Class in this case, and ensuring that
the skills and talents of counsel were put to use in an efficient and effective manner that maximized
what each firm and attorney could contribute in a non-redundant way.
HISTORY OF THE LITIGATION
6.

The Settlement resolves three separate lawsuits filed by Representative Plaintiffs

against GNC under the captions Kaskorkis v. General Nutrition Centers, Inc. and General
Holdings, Inc., No. 3:16-cv-00990-WQH-AGS (S.D. Cal.) (“Karkorkis”), Gennock v. General
Nutrition Centers, Inc. et al., Case No. 2:16-cv-00633-MRH (W.D. Pa.) (“Gennock”), and
Harrison v. General Nutrition Centers, Inc. et al., Case No. 3:16-cv-03086-WQH-AGS (S.D.
Cal.) (“Harrison”).
A.

Kaskorkis v. General Nutrition Centers, Inc. and General Holdings, Inc., No. 3:16cv-00990-WQH-AGS (S.D. Cal.) (“Karkorkis”)
7.

On April 22, 2016, Plaintiff Jenna Kaskorkis filed a class action complaint

alleging that GNC falsely advertise discounts on their website, GNC.com. Kaskorkis, ECF No.

1

Unless otherwise defined herein, capitalized words and phrases shall have the same
meaning as in the Definitions section (Section II) of the Settlement Agreement, Exhibit A
attached hereto.
2
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1. Plaintiff Kaskorkis sought monetary relief under the UCL and FAL, as well as injunctive relief
under the CLRA. Id.
8.

On August 8, 2016, the Karkorkis complaint was amended, adding allegations

regarding Plaintiff Kim Carter and Defendants’ failure to respond to Plaintiff Kaskorkis’ demand
pursuant to California Civil Code § 1782(a) of the CLRA. Id. ECF No. 10. Defendants filed an
answer to both the initial and amended complaints and denied all allegations and asserted
numerous affirmative defenses. Id. ECF Nos. 8 and 21.
9.

With the pleading established, the Kaskorkis parties began discovery in earnest.

The Kaskorkis Plaintiffs served their First Set of Requests for Production of Documents and
Special Interrogatories on August 26, 2016. Over the course of the next few months of litigation,
the Kaskorkis Plaintiffs would serve an additional set of Requests for Production of Documents
and Interrogatories, Request for Admissions, and notice multiple “person most qualified”
depositions.
10.

In total, the Kaskorkis Plaintiffs propounded fifty document requests, thirty

interrogatories, nine requests for admissions; and received and reviewed thousands of pages of
documents, as well as several large data spreadsheets with a sample of Defendants’ pricing and
transactional information from www.GNC.com. These materials included extensive records
regarding the thousands of products subject to alleged false-pricing scheme during the class
period, competitor pricing, pricing history, transactional history, pricing calendars; and
advertisements. To help analyze these documents, the Kaskorkis Plaintiffs retained a number of
experts.
11.

This discovery was also contentious. Significant effort was expended by the

parties conferring on their various discovery requests. The Kaskorkis Plaintiffs filed four
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separate discovery related motions in order to obtain necessary information from GNC. The
Kaskorkis Plaintiffs moved to compel further responses to Plaintiffs’ First Set of Requests for
Production of Documents and First Set of Special Interrogatories to General Nutrition Centers,
Inc. on December 9, 2016, which was granted, in part, by Magistrate Judge Andrew G. Schopler.
Id. ECF Nos. 33, 46.
12.

This was followed by Plaintiffs’ Motion to Enforce Judge Schopler’s discovery

order on May 9, 2017, which was also granted, in part. Id. ECF Nos. 54, 57. Plaintiffs moved
for further enforcement of Judge Schopler’s discovery order on August 3, 2017, id. ECF No. 64,
and Defendants moved to compel further responses to General Holdings, Inc.’s Interrogatories
and Requests for Production to the Kaskorkis Plaintiffs on August 28, 2017. ECF No. 73. These
last two motions, however, were not heard before the parties agreed to stay their litigation to
continue settlement discussions.
13.

The Kaskorkis Plaintiffs also engaged in other pre-trial litigation, such as the filing

of a motion to consolidate and designate lead counsel, designation of various experts in support
of certification, and designation of rebuttal experts.
B.

Harrison v. General Nutrition Centers, Inc. et al., Case No. 3:16-cv-03086-WQHAGS (S.D. Cal.) (“Harrison”)
14.

On December 23, 2016, Plaintiff Kenneth Harrison filed a putative class action

complaint against Defendant General Nutrition Centers, Inc., which asserted alleged violations
of the FAL, the UCL, and the CLRA in connection with GNC’s alleged misrepresentation of the
existence, nature, and amount of price discounts on products for sale on its GNC’s website.
Harrison, ECF No. 1. On January 25, 2017 Plaintiff Harrison filed a motion to relate the
Harrison action to the Karkorkis action. Id. ECF No. 4. The Harrison complaint was amended
on January 30, 2017. Id. ECF No. 5.
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15.

On February 7, 2017, the Harrison action was reassigned to the Honorable Judge

William Q. Hayes and Magistrate Judge Andrew G. Schopler. Id. ECF No. 6.
16.

On March 28, 2017, Defendant filed a motion to dismiss the Harrison action for

failure to state a claim, id. ECF No. 12, which Plaintiff Harrison opposed on May 22, 2017. Id.
ECF No. 14. Defendant filed its Reply to Plaintiff Harrison’s opposition to its motion to dismiss
on May 26, 2017. Id. ECF No. 15.
C.

The Consolidated Class Action Complaint
17.

On June 24, 2019, Representative Plaintiffs filed their consolidated class action

complaint against GNC in Gennock. Gennock, ECF No. 62.
18.

The consolidated complaint alleges that GNC falsely advertised discounts on their

website, www.GNC.com. To create this false impression of savings, Defendants display a
product’s pre-discount or regular price (the “Regular Price”) immediately above and in stark
contrast to the product’s offer price. Id. ¶¶ 27-28. While the Regular Price is featured in gray
type-face (e.g. “Regular Price: $59.99”) or with strike-through font (e.g. “Price: $59.99”), the
actual offer price of an item (the “Sales Price”) is emphasized immediately below in bright red
(e.g. “Sales Price: $59.99”). Id. Plaintiffs contend that a reasonable consumer viewing GNC’s
website would believe that the “Price: $XX.XX” or “Regular Price: $XX.XX” is GNC’s normal
price for the product and/or the prevailing price of the market (i.e. the “regular” price). Id. ¶ 40.
The difference between this “Regular” price and GNC’s “Sales Price” is therefore viewed as a
discount. Id. ¶¶ 40-42.
19.

Representative Plaintiffs alleged these so-called discounts are illusory because the

“Regular Price” advertised for a given product does not represent a bona fide price at which
Defendants formerly (or ever) sold the given product. Id. ¶¶ 42-45. Nor is it the price at which
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the competition offers the product. Id. Representative Plaintiffs thus contend that the Regular
Prices are fictions designed to enable Defendants’ false markdowns.
20.

Plaintiffs aver that such alleged practices run afoul of the Federal Trade

Commission (“FTC”) regulations:
One of the most commonly used forms of bargain advertising is to offer a reduction
from the advertiser's own former price for an article. If the former price is the
actual, bona fide price at which the article was offered to the public on a regular
basis for a reasonably substantial period of time, it provides a legitimate basis for
the advertising of a price comparison. Where the former price is genuine, the
bargain being advertised is a true one. If, on the other hand, the former price being
advertised is not bona fide but fictitious--for example, where an artificial, inflated
price was established for the purpose of enabling the subsequent offer of a large
reduction--the “bargain” being advertised is a false one; the purchaser is not
receiving the unusual value he expects. In such a case, the “reduced” price is, in
reality, probably just the seller's regular price.
16 C.F.R. § 233.1(a) (emphasis added).
21.

Similarly, California statutory and regulatory law expressly prohibits such alleged

false pricing schemes. Business & Professions Code § 17501, entitled “Value determinations;
Former price advertisements,” states:
For the purpose of this article the worth or value of anything advertised is the
prevailing market price, wholesale if the offer is at wholesale, retail if the offer at
retail, at the time of publication of such advertisement in the locality wherein the
advertisement is published.
No price shall be advertised as a former price of any advertised thing, unless the
alleged former price was the prevailing market price as above defined within three
months next immediately preceding the publication of the advertisement or unless
the date when the alleged former price did prevail is clearly, exactly and
conspicuously stated in the advertisement.
(emphasis added). FAC ¶ 8, ECF No. 62).
22.

The Parties engaged in vigorous litigation for over three years, conducted extensive

formal and informal discovery, which included securing a sample of the transaction information
from GNC’s website.
6
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23.

Through the litigation it was revealed that according to GNC’s records there are

approximately 3.6 million Settlement Class Members.
24.

Discovery also revealed that during the Class Period, the advertised discount on

GNC’s website was approximately 29 percent. This is similar to the percent offered by the
coupon provided to Class Members.
25.

In my opinion, the proposed relief is proportional to damages occurred by each

Class Member. As stated above, Class Counsel had secured a sample of the transaction
information from GNC’S website that enabled Class Counsel to both weigh the likelihood of
success of Plaintiffs’ claims and estimate individual damages associated with Plaintiffs’ claim.
26.

Other litigation related worked performed by Class Counsel throughout this

litigation included, inter alia: meetings, emails, phone calls between attorneys and staff at Class
Counsel’s law firms, and numerous conference calls and correspondence between Class Counsel
and defense counsel; regularly communicating with Representative Plaintiffs regarding case
developments, discovery, and litigation strategy; preparing case management statements and
attending case management hearings.
27.

Throughout this litigation, Plaintiffs Jenna Kaskorkis and Kim Carter discussed

this matter and its progress with Class Counsel. They participated in the progress of litigation by
conferring with Class Counsel regarding the facts, reviewing pleadings filed on their behalf and
on behalf of the Class, conferring with Class Counsel regarding the mediation and settlement,
and reviewing and signing the Settlement Agreement. The Kaskorkis Plaintiffs also participated
in discovery and generally kept themselves apprised on the status of the case.
28.

In my opinion, by stepping forward as named plaintiffs, Plaintiffs Jenna Kaskorkis

and Kim Carter took certain risks, and that in doing so may have generated some publicity
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associated with their names in the future. Also, there is a possible negative notoriety associated
with being a named plaintiff and class representative. By stepping forward as plaintiffs in this
lawsuit, the Kaskorkis Plaintiffs may thus experience a negative impact on certain aspects of their
lives. Despite these risks, the Kaskorkis Plaintiffs decided to pursue this case on behalf of
themselves and the Class.
SETTLEMENT OF THE ACTIONS
29.

Before entering into the Settlement, proposed Class Counsel conducted a thorough

examination, investigation, and evaluation of the relevant law, facts, and allegations to assess the
merits of the claims and potential claims to determine the strength of liability, potential remedies,
and all defenses thereto.
30.

The Parties engaged in mediation in Pittsburgh, PA with third party neutral Carole

Katz in December 2016, and again in July 2017. For the July 2017 mediation session, Plaintiffs’
counsel in Kaskorkis joined the mediation and the negotiations merged into an effort to reach
global resolution of all pending litigation.
31.

Although these mediations did not result in settlement, the Parties continued with

extensive good faith, and arm’s length negotiations spanning a number of months, with the
assistance of mediator Katz, until a settlement in principle was reached.
32.

Class Counsel and GNC’s counsel vigorously advocated their respective clients’

positions during settlement negotiations, and were prepared to class certification, summary
judgment, and trial phases if no settlement was reached.
33.

Thereafter, the Parties engaged in further months long negotiations with respect

to the Settlement Agreement and its many exhibits.
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34.

Plaintiffs also requested bids from a number of settlement administrators and

based on such bids, the Parties agreed upon the Angeion Group to serve as the Settlement
Administrator.
35.

After a lengthy process that led to finalization of the Settlement, Class Counsel

prepared and filed Plaintiffs’ Motion for Preliminary Approval of Class Action Settlement, which
included supporting documents, declarations, and exhibits.
36.

The Court preliminarily approved the Settlement on September 9, 2019.

Thereafter, the Parties continued to work with the Settlement Administrator to supervise
dissemination of Notice to Class Members. These efforts included review and drafting of the
language and format of the Settlement Website, the script for the automated response to the tollfree number, the language and format of the Notice forms, monitoring exclusion requests and
objections, and ensuring prompt response to each and every Class Member inquiry regarding the
Settlement.
37.

The deadline for Class Members to object to or opt-out of the Settlement is

November 23, 2019. The Settlement Administrator reports that, as of October 25, 2019, it has
received no objections and 5 timely Requests for Exclusion.
HOURS AND LODESTAR
38.

Class Counsel, in Plaintiffs’ Motion for Attorneys’ Fees and Expenses, and for

Representative Plaintiffs’ Service Payments, filed concurrently herewith, have applied for
attorneys’ fees and expenses not to exceed $1,500,000 (25% of the Settlement Fund).
39.

This amount was not discussed between the Parties until after they agreed on the

material terms of the Settlement.
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40.

Class Counsel’s Combined Lodestar. Using the information provided in my co-

Class Counsel’s concurrently filed Declarations and my own personal knowledge of my firm’s
lodestar, the following chart summarizes the lodestar by each firm:
Class Counsel’s Combined Lodestar
Firm
Ahdoot & Wolfson, PC
Carlson Lynch, LLP
Finkelstein & Krinsk LLP
Barbat, Mansour & Suciu PLLC
Nathan & Associates, APC
Totals
41.

Hours
827.8
261.5
515.6
137.7
90.0
1,832.6

Lodestar
$501,685.00
$155,847.50
$238,942.50
$98,050.00
$59,402.50
$1,053,927.50

Class Counsel and their staffs have devoted a total of 1,832.6 hours to this

litigation and thus have a total combined lodestar of $1,053,927.50 through October 15, 2019.
42.

AW’s Hours and Lodestar. AW expended 827.8 hours in this litigation through

October 15, 2019, for a lodestar of $501,685.00.
43.

AW’s representation of the Class was on a wholly contingent basis. The Firm

devoted substantial resources to this matter, and we have received no payment for any of the 827.8
hours of services performed or the out of pocket costs and expenses that AW committed to the
litigation of this case. We did this, with no guarantee of repayment, to represent our clients and
because of the public interest and social importance of this case. Moreover, AW was required to
forego other financial opportunities to litigate this case. AW thus took this case with the
expectation that the firm would receive a risk enhancement in the event we prevailed.
44.

All attorneys and legal staff who worked on this case maintained contemporaneous

time records reflecting the time spent on all billable matters. In all instances, the time keeper
indicated the date and amount of time spent on a task to one-tenth of an hour, described the work
that was performed during the indicated time period, and identified the case to which the time
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should be charged. AW’s contemporaneous time records shall be made available to the Court for
in camera review upon request.
45.

AW made every effort to litigate this matter efficiently by coordinating the work

of AW’s attorneys and paralegals, as well as co-Class Counsel, minimizing duplication, and
assigning tasks in a time and cost-efficient manner, based on the time keepers’ experience levels
and talents.
46.

The detailed time records for the hours spent by my firm and billed to this case

through October 15, 2019 are available to the Court upon request. I certify to the Court that
AW’s fee records accurately reflect work actually, reasonably, and necessarily performed in
connection with the litigation of this matter. I believe that the hours spent reflect time spent
reasonably litigating this case, which I have sought to manage and staff efficiently as described
above.
47.

A summary of rates and hours expended by AW’s professionals, as of October 15,

2019, is set forth as follows:
Professional
Tina Wolfson
Robert Ahdoot
Theodore Maya
Vanessa Shakib
Jessielle Fabian
Diana Kiem
TOTALS:
48.

Title
Partner
Partner
Partner
Associate
Associate
Paralegal

Billable Rate
$850
$850
$675
$450
$325
$125

Billable Hours
93.2
244.6
6.7
456.8
5.8
20.7
827.8

Billable Fees
$79,220.00
$207,910.00
$4,522.50
$205,560.00
$1,885.00
$2,587.50
$501,685.00

Since October 15, 2019, Class Counsel have devoted significant additional hours

of time to, among other things, preparing and finalizing the motion for attorneys’ fees and
service payments, and all supporting declarations and exhibits hereto, and responding to Class
Member inquiries.
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49.

I expect AW to maintain a high level of oversight and involvement in this case,

and will continue to incur significant amounts of time given the future work still needed for
completion of the Settlement, including: preparing and filing final approval papers, attending the
final approval hearing, responding to Class Member inquiries or challenges, responding to any
requests for exclusion or objections and filing any replies in support of final approval, addressing
any appeals, working with Defendant and the Settlement Administrator on the distribution of
benefits to the Class; and reporting that the distribution of Settlement Fund has been completed.
Therefore, I anticipate incurring significant additional lodestar in the future.
50.

AW’s hourly rates are commensurate with the hourly rates of other nationally

prominent firms performing similar work for both plaintiffs and defendants. AW is familiar with
the prevailing market rates for leading attorneys in California and New York (where AW also
maintains offices) for complex and class action litigation.
51.

Courts have recently awarded AW attorneys’ fees at rates that are comparable to

the rates applicable to this matter. See, e.g. Pantelyat v. Bank of America, No. 1:16-cv-08964
(S.D.N.Y. Jan. 31, 2019) (Dkt. 116; $22 million finally approved settlement where the Court
awarded Class Counsel’s full request of $5.5 million based on percentage of the fund method and
the same hourly rates); Williamson, et al. vs. McAfee, Inc., No. 5:14-cv-00158-EJD (N.D. Cal.
Feb. 15, 2017) (Dkt. 118; $85 Million settlement in deceptive auto renewal case); Smith v. Floor
& Decor Outlets of Am., Inc., No. l:15-cv-04316-ELR, (N.D. Ga. Jan. 10, 2017) (Dkt. No. 69;
$14.5 Million product liability settlement re: laminate flooring); Chimeno-Buzzi v. Hollister Co.,
No. 1:14-cv-23120-MGC (S.D. Fla. April 11, 2016) (Dkt. No. 155; $10 Million TCPA
Settlement); West v. ExamSoft Worldwide Inc., Case No. 1:14-cv-22950-UU (S.D. Fla. October
9, 2015) (Dkt. No. 62; $2.1 Million Settlement in Bar Exam Testing case).
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CLASS COUNSEL’S REASONABLE EXPENSES
52.

As set forth in the concurrently filed Declarations of Class Counsel, the Plaintiff

firms have incurred a total of $47,457.04 in unreimbursed expenses that were necessarily incurred
in connection with the investigation, prosecution, and settlement of this litigation, as follows:
Firm
Ahdoot & Wolfson, PC
Carlson Lynch, LLP
Finkelstein & Krinsk LLP
Barbat, Mansour & Suciu PLLC
Nathan & Associates, APC
Totals
53.

Total Expenses
$18,668.23
$7,705.77
$16,351.39
$3,911.65
$820.00
$47,457.04

Class Counsel also anticipate incurring additional expenses to see this case to

completion, for which Class Counsel will not seek additional reimbursement.
AHDOOT & WOLFSON, PC’S EXPENSES
54.

To date, Ahdoot & Wolfson, PC has incurred $18,668.23 of these expenes, as

follows:
Description
Electronic Research & Pacer Fees
Expert Fees
Filing & Attorney Service Fees
Mailing and Postage
Meals
Miscellaneous
Printing/Copying
Travel/Lodging
Expenses Through Litigation Fund
Total

55.

Amount
$189.56
$4,500.00
$391.14
$132.82
$127.85
$15.00
$97.91
$2,097.00
$11,116.95
$18,668.23

In addition, along with my co-counsel in the Kaskoris matter (Finkelstein &

Krinsk LLP and Barbat, Mansour & Suciu PLLC), established a joint litigation fund account.
This account paid for an additional $25,939.55 in expenses as follows: $3,840.77 to mediator
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Carole Katz and $22,098.78 to International Litigation Services, Inc. (ILS) for discovery related
services including document retention, database expertise, and electronic search platform
services. Ahdoot & Wolfson paid $11,116.95 of this amount.
56.

The costs set forth in paragraphs 53 and 54 herein are the common types of costs

regularly billed to paying clients and recoverable in cases where statutory cost-shifting provisions
are available, as they are here. These costs and expenses are fully documented, in my opinion
necessary, and reasonable.
AHDOOT & WOLFSON, PC FIRM EXPERIENCE
57.

Tina Wolfson and I founded AW in 1998. From its inception AW specialized in

complex and class action litigation and public interest litigation. The firm’s resume is attached
hereto as Exhibit A. For decades, the attorneys at AW have vigorously litigated against large
corporations and public entities vindicating the rights of millions of consumers, employees, and
taxpayers in protracted, complex litigation, to successful results. AW has represented plaintiffs
in employment, consumer rights, environmental and taxpayer rights litigation. AW partners have
been named “Super Lawyers” by their peers in recognition of the results achieved by their work.
Since its founding, AW has served as class counsel and in leadership positions in a wide range
of consumer protection class actions. Tina Wolfson, Theodore W. Maya, Vanessa T. Shakib, and
I have worked on this matter.
58.

Tina Wolfson attended and graduated Harvard Law School cum laude in 1994.

Ms. Wolfson began her civil litigation career at Morrison & Foerster, LLP, where she defended
major corporations in complex actions and represented indigent individuals in immigration and
deportation trials as part of the firm’s pro bono practice. She then gained further invaluable
litigation and trial experience at a boutique firm, focusing on representing plaintiffs on a
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contingency basis in civil rights and employee rights cases. Ms. Wolfson frequently lectures on
numerous topics related to class action litigation across the country.
59.

I attended and graduated Pepperdine Law School cum laude in 1994, where I

served as Literary Editor of the Pepperdine Law Review. I also clerked for the Honorable Paul
Flynn at the California Court of Appeals, and began my career as a civil litigator at the Los
Angeles office of Mendes & Mount, LLP, where I defended large corporations and syndicates
such as Lloyds of London in complex environmental and construction-related litigation as well
as a variety of other matters. I have also lectured on numerous topics related to class action
litigation across the country.
60.

Theodore W. Maya is also a partner at AW and worked on this matter. Mr. Maya

graduated from UCLA Law School in 2002 after serving as Editor-in-Chief of the UCLA Law
Review. From July 2003 to August 2004, Mr. Maya served as Law Clerk to the Honorable Gary
Allen Feess in the United States District Court for the Central District of California. Mr. Maya
was also a litigation associate in the Los Angeles offices of Kaye Scholer LLP for approximately
eight years where he worked on a large variety of complex commercial litigation from inception
through trial. Mr. Maya was named “Advocate of the Year” for 2007 by the Consumer Law
Project of Public Counsel for successful pro bono representation of a victim of a large-scale equity
fraud ring.
61.

Vanessa T. Shakib was an associate at AW who worked on this matter. Ms.

Shakib graduated from George Mason University Law School in 2012, where she served as
Senior Notes Editor of the Journal of International Commercial Law and a member of the Moot
Court Board. Ms. Shakib began her legal career at Wasserman, Comden, Casselman & Esensten,
LLP, where she practiced general business litigation and public entity liability. Ms. Shakib has
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also extensive experience in the field of animal rights litigation and advocacy. Ms. Shakib has
since left Ahdoot & Wolfson, PC to work in the non-profit sector.
62.

Jessielle A. Fabian graduated from Ateneo de Davao University in 2010 with a

Bachelor’s Degree in Accountancy. She graduated Bachelor’s in Laws in 2015. Ms. Fabian
obtained a Masters in Law from the USC Gould School of Law and was admitted to the practice
of law in the State of California in 2018.
63.

Since 1999, Tina Wolfson and I have been appointed lead counsel in numerous

complex consumer class actions. The following are some examples of recent (2016-2018) class
actions that Tina Wolfson and I have litigated to conclusion or are currently litigating on behalf
of clients - either as Class Counsel, proposed Class Counsel or members of a Court appointed
Plaintiff Steering Committee:
•

Eck, et al. v. City of Los Angeles, No. BC577028 (Los Angeles Superior

Court (“LASC”)): AW was appointed Co-Class Counsel, and achieved a $295 million finallyapproved settlement based on allegedly unlawful city tax regulations regarding electrical power;
•

Lavinsky v. City of Los Angeles, No. BC542245 (LASC) (Hon. Ann I.

Jones): AW as lead Class Counsel, in a case challenging the imposition of certain utility taxes on
the use of natural gas, prevailed on summary adjudication, certified a class, and achieved a finally
approved settlement with a minimum value of $51 million;
•

In re: Experian Data Breach Litig., No. 8:15-cv-01592-AG-DFM (C.D.

Cal.): AW is Co-Lead Counsel for the Class of almost 16 million class members who were victims
of a data breach affecting T-Mobile applicants and customers whose personal data was stored by
Experian. Class action settlement conservatively valued at over $150 million finally approved in
May 2019.
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•

Kirby v. McAfee, Inc., No. 14-cv-02475-EJD (N.D. Cal.): Co-Class

Counsel. Plaintiffs challenged defendant’s auto renewal and false discount practices. Settlement
made $80 Million available to the class and included injunctive relief requiring McAfee to notify
customers at the point of every sale that the service will be auto-renewed at an undiscounted
subscription price. Further, the settlement required McAfee to change its policy regarding the past
product price it lists as a reference to any discount it's currently offering. McAfee will now only
list a past price that it has actually charged customers within the past 45 days.
•

In re: Lumber Liquidators Chinese-Manufactured Flooring Durability

Mktg. & Sales Practices Litig., No. 1:16-md-02743-AJT-TRJ (E.D. Va.): AW was co- Class
Counsel for the plaintiffs claiming alleged misrepresentations of laminate flooring durability,
coordinated with MDL proceedings regarding formaldehyde emissions. $36 million nonreversionary fund settlement finally approved.
•

In re: Premera Blue Cross Customer Data Sec. Breach Litig., No. 15-md-

02633- SI (D. Or.): AW was selected to the Executive Leadership Committee after contested
leadership applications. AW was instrumental in litigating the case through class certification and
achieving a preliminarily approved settlement valued at $74 million.
•

McKnight v. Uber Techs., Inc., No. 3:14-cv-05615-JST (N.D. Cal.): AW

appointed Co-Class Counsel;

AW appointed co-Class Counsel in a finally approved class

settlement establishing a non-reversionary fund of $32.5 million returning allegedly hidden “safe
ride” fee that Uber unfairly charged its customers.
•

Berman v. General Motors, LLC, No. 2:18-cv-14371 (S.D. Fla.): AW is

serving as co-lead counsel in a class action rising from allegations of a vehicle defect causing
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excessive oil consumption. The parties recently reached a settlement valued at approximately $45
million that is pending final approval.
•

In re: The Home Depot, Inc., Customer Data Sec. Breach Litig., No. 1:14-

md- 02583-TWT (N.D. Ga.): AW served, by court appointment, on the MDL Consumer Plaintiffs’
Steering Committee. The finally approved settlement provided approximately $29 million of
monetary relief to the consumer class, as well as robust injunctive relief requiring Home Depot to
overhaul its data security practices.
•

Smith v. Floor and Decor Outlets of America, Inc., No. 1:15-cv-04316-ELR

(N.D. Ga.): AW served as co-Class Counsel in a class action that resulted in a $14 million class
settlement regarding flooring product defect allegations.
•

Chimeno-Buzzi v. Hollister Co., No. 1:14-cv-23120-MGC (S.D. Fla.): AW

served as co-Class Counsel in a class action that resulted in a $10 million finally approved class
settlement arising from violations of the Telephone Consumer Protection Act of 1991 (“TCPA”).
•

Pappas v. Naked Juice Co. of Glendora, Inc., No. 2:11-cv-8276-JAK-PLA

(C.D. Cal.): AW appointed co-lead counsel after contested applications in this food false labeling
action; resulted in nationwide settlement for $9 million non-reversionary fund and injunctive relief
in the form of product labeling changes, and periodic audits to assure compliance with labeling
representations.
•

In re: Uber FCRA Litig., No. 3:14-cv-05200-EMC (N.D. Cal.): class

settlement provided $8.2M in monetary relief as well as injunctive relief guaranteeing Uber’s
compliance with FCRA background check requirements; settlement reached while district court’s
denial of a motion to compel individual arbitration was pending (and ultimately overturned) before
the 9th Cir.
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•

Weiss v. Los Angeles, No. BC141354 (LASC): AW, as class counsel, won

a writ of mandate trial to stop the allegedly illegal practice pertaining to parking violation notices,
judgment affirmed on appeal.
•

Alvarez v. Sirius XM Radio Inc., No. 2:18-cv-08605 (C.D. Cal.): AW is lead

plaintiffs’ counsel in this breach of contract class action alleging that defendant did not honor its
lifetime subscriptions. A class settlement in principle has been reached while plaintiffs’ appeal
from trial court’s granting the motion to compel arbitration was pending, and in is in the process
of memorialization.
•

In re: Apple Inc. Device Performance Litig., No. 5:18-md-02827-EJD (N.D.

Cal.): AW appointed to the Plaintiffs’ Steering Committee after contested applications in a case
alleging deceptive conduct by Apple impacting iPhones nationwide.
•

Novoa v. The Geo Group, Inc., No. 5:17-cv-02514-JGB-SHK (C.D. Cal.):

AW is co-counsel for the plaintiffs; case challenges private prison’s alleged practices of forced
labor against immigration detainees.
•

Williams v. City of New York, No. 1:17-cv-02303-RJD-SM (E.D.N.Y.): AW

co- counsel for plaintiffs challenging unconstitutional prison conditions at Rikers Island and other
facilities.
•

In re: U.S. Office of Pers. Mgmt. Data Sec. Breach Litig., No. 1:15-mc-

01394-ABJ (D.D.C.): AW selected to the PSC after contested leadership applications in
government personnel data breach. Order granting motion to dismiss recently reversed in part by
D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals.
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•

In re: Kind LLC “All Natural” Litig., No. 1:15-md-02645-WHP

(S.D.N.Y.): AW appointed interim co-lead counsel for the plaintiff class by MDL Court after
contested leadership applications in false labeling food case.
64.

Thus, AW has decades of experience in the prosecution of class actions and, in

particular, class actions on behalf of consumers, and can more than adequately represent the
Settlement Class.
AW’S REASONABLE HOURLY RATES
65.

I believe that my firm’s rates are fully commensurate with the hourly rates of other

nationally prominent firms performing similar work for both plaintiffs and defendants. After
considering all of these data points, I have determined that the rates are reasonable for each of the
AW professional who worked on this matter.
66.

Because of the importance of recovery of attorney fee awards in contingency cases

to a plaintiffs’ class action practice firm such as AW, we keep current on federal and California
state law developments on the subject of attorneys’ fees (AW is headquartered in Los Angeles
and also maintains an office in New York). Accordingly, AW is familiar with the prevailing
market rates for leading attorneys in California for trial court, complex and class action litigation
of important issues.
67.

AW periodically establishes hourly rates for the firm’s billing personnel. AW

establishes the rates based on prevailing market rates for attorneys and law firms in the Los
Angeles area that have attorneys and staff of comparable skill, experience, and qualifications.
68.

The bulk of AW’s practice is contingent, and many of my firm’s cases have been

large and substantial in settlements or verdicts. In contingent risk cases, my firm and other firms
doing this type of work frequently advance expenses and costs and defer all payment of our fees
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for several years, with no guarantee that any of the fees we incurred or costs we advanced would
ever be recovered.
69.

Courts have awarded AW attorneys’ fees at rates that are comparable to the rates

applicable to this matter. See, e.g. Eck v. City of Los Angeles, Case No. BC577028 (Final
Approval Order Feb. 2018) (Los Angeles Superior Court); Williamson, et al. vs. McAfee, Inc.,
Case No. 5:14-cv-00158-EJD (N.D. Cal. Feb. 15, 2017) (Dkt. 118; $85 Million settlement in
deceptive auto renewal case); Smith v. Floor & Decor Outlets of Am., Inc., Case No. l:15-cv04316-ELR, (N.D. Ga. Jan. 10, 2017) (Dkt. No. 69; $14.5 Million product liability settlement re:
laminate flooring); Chimeno-Buzzi v. Hollister Co., Case No. 1:14-cv-23120-MGC (S.D. Fla.
April 11, 2016) (Dkt. No. 155; $10 Million TCPA Settlement); West v. ExamSoft Worldwide Inc.,
Case No. 1:14-cv-22950-UU (S.D. Fla. October 9, 2015) (Dkt. No. 62; $2.1 Million Settlement
in Bar Exam Testing case).
70.

The rates charged by AW are reasonable and well within the range of rates charged

by comparably qualifying attorneys for comparably complex work. Comparable hourly rates
have been found reasonable in numerous cases.
71.

Moreover, the rates requested by AW are in line with the non-contingent market

rates charged by attorneys of reasonably comparable experience, skill, and reputation for
reasonably comparable services and supported by surveys of legal rates, including the following:
•

In December 2015, Thomson Reuters published its Legal Billing Report,

Volume 17, Number 3. A true and correct copy of the pages of that report listing California and
West Regions is attached hereto as Exhibit B. It shows that the rates claimed by AW are well
within the range of rates found reasonable for other law firms.
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•

On January 5, 2015, the National Law Journal published an article about

its then current rate survey entitled “Billing Rates Rise, Discounts Abound.” A true and correct
copy of that article is attached hereto as Exhibit C. It contains the rates charged by numerous
Los Angeles area law firms handling comparably complex litigation. AW’s rates are well in line
with those rates.
•

The 2015 Real Rate Report Snapshot published by Ty Metrix/Legal

Analytics summarizes the 2014 “real rates” for partners and associates in various cities. A copy
of the relevant pages is attached hereto as Exhibit D. It shows, for example, that for the Los
Angeles area attorneys surveyed (1,392 partners, 1,947 associates), the Third Quartile of hourly
rates for partners in 2014 was $823.63. The Third Quartile hourly rate for associates was $574.84.
Given the excellent quality of Class Counsel’s work and the results obtained here, in my opinion
rates higher than the Third Quartile are the most appropriate measure. Moreover, since 2014,
most Los Angeles Area firms have raised their rates by at least 5-10%.
•

On January 13, 2014, the National Law Journal published an article about

its most recent rate survey. That article included a chart listing the billing rates of the 50 firms
that charge the highest average hourly rates for partners. A true and correct copy of that article
is attached hereto as Exhibit E. Of the 50 firms listed, several have offices in the Los Angeles
Area and many others have significant litigation experience in this area. And, although the rates
that AW is requesting here are lower than many of the rates charged by the listed firms, the NLJ
chart does show the range of rates charged for similar services, which is the applicable standard.
•

The 2013 Real Rate Report Snapshot published by Ty Metrix/Legal

Analytics summarizes the “real rates” for partners and associates in various cities. A copy of the
relevant pages is attached hereto as Exhibit F. It shows that for the Los Angeles Area attorneys
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surveyed (972 partners, 1,239 associates), the Third Quartile partner rate in 2012 was $816.89 per
hour and the associate rate was $531.63 per hour. Given the excellent quality of the work
performed and results obtained here, in my opinion rates higher than the Third Quartile are the
most appropriate measure. Moreover, since 2012, most Los Angeles Area firms have raised their
rates by at least 5-10%.
•

In an article entitled “On Sale: The $1,150-Per Hour Lawyer,” written by

Jennifer Smith and published in the Wall Street Journal on April 9, 2013, the author describes the
rapidly growing number of lawyers billing at $1,150 or more revealed in public filings and major
surveys. A true and correct copy of that article is attached hereto as Exhibit G. The article also
notes that in the first quarter of 2013, the 50 top grossing law firms billed their partners at an
average rate between $879 and $882 per hour.
72.

I have reviewed the full versions of these cited studies and articles. They also

support the hourly rates charged by attorneys who are my co-Class Counsel in this matter, as set
forth the concurrently filed Declarations of Gary F. Lynch, Jeffrey R. Krinsk, Nick Suciu III, and
Reuben D. Nathan.
73.

The Settlement achieved in this litigation is the product of the initiative,

investigation, and hard work of skilled counsel.
74.

Based on my experience and my knowledge regarding the factual and legal issues

in this matter, and given the substantial benefits provided by the Settlement, it is my opinion that
the proposed Settlement in this matter is fair, reasonable, and adequate, and is in the best interests
of the Settlement Class Members.
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I declare under penalty of perjury pursuant to the laws of the United States of America
that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed this 1st day of November 2019 in Los Angeles,
California.

___________________
Robert R. Ahdoot
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Ahdoot & Wolfson (“AW”) is a nationally recognized law firm founded in 1998 that
specializes in complex and class action litigation, with a focus on consumer fraud, anticompetitive business practices, privacy rights, employee rights, defective products, civil rights,
and taxpayer rights and unfair practices by municipalities. The attorneys at AW are
experienced litigators who have vindicated the rights of millions of class members in
protracted, complex litigation, to successful results. AW has been appointed to the
leadership teams in numerous class actions in both state and federal courts.
Tina Wolfson graduated Harvard Law School cum laude in 1994. Ms. Wolfson began
her civil litigation career at the Los Angeles office of Morrison & Foerster, LLP, where she
defended major corporations in complex actions and represented indigent individuals in
immigration and deportation trials as part of the firm’s pro bono practice. She then gained
further invaluable litigation and trial experience at a boutique firm, focusing on representing
plaintiffs on a contingency basis in civil rights and employee rights cases. Since co-founding
AW in 1998, Ms. Wolfson had lead numerous class actions to successful results. Ms.
Wolfson is a member of the California, New York, and District of Columbia Bars.
Recognized for her extensive class action experience, Ms. Wolfson frequently lectures
on numerous class action topics across the country. Her notable speaking engagements
include:
• Class Action Mastery Forum at the University Of San Diego School of Law
(Data Breach/Privacy Class Action Panel) January 16, 2019;
• Association of Business Trial Lawyers: “Navigating Class Action Settlement
Negotiations and Court Approval: A Discussion with the Experts,”
Los Angeles May 2017, featuring Hon. Philip S. Gutierrez and Hon. Jay C.
Gandhi;
• CalBar Privacy Panel: “Privacy Law Symposium: Insider Views on Emerging
Trends in Privacy Law Litigation and Enforcement Actions in California,” Los
Angeles Mar. 2017 (Moderator), featuring Hon. Kim Dunning;
• HarrisMartin: Equifax Data Breach Litigation Conference, November 2017,
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Atlanta (Co-Chair).
American Conference Institute: “2nd Cross-Industry and Interdisciplinary
Summit on Defending and Managing Complex Class Actions,” April 2016,
New York: Class Action Mock Settlement Exercise featuring the Hon.
Anthony J. Mohr;
Federal Bar Association: N.D. Cal. Chapter “2016 Class Action
Symposium,” San Francisco Dec. 2016 (Co-Chair), featuring Hon. Joseph F.
Anderson, Jr. and Hon. Susan Y. Illston;
Federal Bar Association: “The Future of Class Actions: Cutting Edge Topics
in Class Action Litigation,” San Francisco Nov. 2015 (Co-Chair &Faculty),
featuring Hon. Jon S. Tigar and Hon. Laurel Beeler.
American Association for Justice: AAJ 2015 Annual Convention – “The
Mechanics of Class Action Certification,” July 2015, Montreal, Canada.
HarrisMartin: Data Breach Litigation Conference: The Coming of Age – “The
First Hurdles: Standing and Other Motion to Dismiss Arguments,” March
2015, San Diego.
Bridgeport: 2015 Annual Consumer Class Action Conference, February 2015,
Miami (Co-Chair).
Venable, LLP: Invited by former opposing counsel to present mock oral
argument on a motion to certify the class in a food labeling case, Hon. Marilyn
Hall Patel (Ret.) presiding, October 2014, San Francisco.
Bridgeport: 15th Annual Class Action Litigation Conference – “Food
Labeling and Nutritional Claim Specific Class Actions,” September 2014, San
Francisco (Co-Chair and Panelist).
Bridgeport: 2014 Consumer Class Action Conference – “Hot Topics in Food
Class Action Litigation,” June 2014, Chicago.
Perrin Conferences: Challenges Facing the Food and Beverage Industries in
Complex Consumer Litigations, invited to discuss cutting edge developments
in settlement negotiations, notice, and other topics, April 2014, Chicago.
Bridgeport: Class Action Litigation & Management Conference – “Getting
Your Settlement Approved,” April 2014, Los Angeles.
HarrisMartin: Target Data Security Breach Litigation Conference – “Neiman
Marcus and Michael’s Data Breach Cases and the Future of Data Breach
Cases,” March 2014, San Diego.
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• Bridgeport: Advertising, Marketing & Media Law: Litigation and Best
Management Practices – “Class Waivers and Arbitration Provisions PostConcepcion / Oxford Health Care,” March 2014, Los Angeles
Ms. Wolfson currently serves as a Lawyer Representative for the Ninth Circuit
(Central District of California), on the Federal Litigation Section of the Federal Bar
Association, and on the board of Public Justice.
Robert Ahdoot graduated from Pepperdine Law School cum laude in 1994, where he
served as Literary Editor of the Pepperdine Law Review. Mr. Ahdoot clerked for the
Honorable Paul Flynn at the California Court of Appeals, and then began his career as a
civil litigator at the Los Angeles office of Mendes & Mount, LLP, where he defended large
corporations and syndicates such as Lloyds of London in complex environmental and
construction-related litigation as well as a variety of other matters. Since co-founding AW in
1998, Mr. Ahdoot had led numerous class actions to successful results. Recognized for his
deep class action experience, Mr. Ahdoot frequently lectures on numerous class action topics
across the country. His notable speaking engagements include:
• MassTorts Made Perfect: Speaker Conference, April 2019, Las Vegas: “Llegal
Fees: How Companies and Governments Charge The Public, and How You Can
Fight Back.”
• HarrisMartin: Lumber Liquidators Flooring Litigation Conference, May 2015,
Minneapolis: “Best Legal Claims and Defenses.”
• Bridgeport: 15th Annual Class Action Litigation Conference, September 2014,
San Francisco: “The Scourge of the System: Serial Objectors.”
• Strafford Webinars: Crafting Class Settlement Notice Programs: Due Process,
Reach, Claims Rates and More, February 2014: “Minimizing Court Scrutiny and
Overcoming Objector Challenges.”
• Pincus: Wage & Hour and Consumer Class Actions for Newer Attorneys: The
Do’s and Don’ts, January 2014, Los Angeles: “Current Uses for the 17200, the
CLRA an PAGA.”
• Bridgeport: 2013 Class Action Litigation & Management Conference, August
2013, San Francisco: “Settlement Mechanics and Strategy.”
Theodore Maya is a partner at AW. He graduated from UCLA Law School in 2002
after serving as Editor-in-Chief of the UCLA Law Review. From July 2003 to August 2004,
Mr. Maya served as Law Clerk to the Honorable Gary Allen Feess in the United States
District Court for the Central District of California. Prior to joining AW, Mr. Maya
3
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worked as a litigation associate in the Los Angeles offices of Kaye Scholer LLP on a large
variety of complex commercial litigation from inception through trial, for approximately
eight years. Mr. Maya was named “Advocate of the Year” for 2007 by the Consumer Law
Project of Public Counsel for successful pro bono representation of a victim of a large-scale
equity fraud ring.
Bradley K. King was a senior associate at AW and was recently promoted to partner.
Mr. King is a member of the Bars of the States of New Jersey, New York, District of
Columbia, and California. He graduated from Pepperdine University School of Law in
2010, where he served as Associate Editor of the Pepperdine Law Review. He worked as a
law clerk for the California Office of the Attorney General, Correctional Law Section in
Los Angeles and was a certified law clerk for the Ventura County District Attorney’s Office.
Mr. King began his legal career at a boutique civil rights law firm, gaining litigation
experience in a wide variety of practice areas, including employment law, police
misconduct, municipal contracts, criminal defense, and premises liability cases.
Vanessa T. Shakib was an associate at AW. Ms. Shakib graduated from George Mason
University Law School in 2012, where she served as Senior Notes Editor of the Journal of
International Commercial Law and a member of the Moot Court Board. Ms. Shakib began
her legal career at Wasserman, Comden, Casselman & Esensten, LLP, where she practiced
general business litigation and public entity liability. Ms. Shakib also has extensive
experience in the field of animal rights litigation and advocacy. Ms. Shakib left her
employment at AW in September 2018 to accept a position at an animal rights nonprofit
organization.
Jessielle A. Fabian graduated from Ateneo de Davao University in 2010 with a
Bachelor’s Degree in Accountancy. She graduated Bachelor’s in Laws in 2015. Ms. Fabian
obtained a Masters in Law from the USC Gould School of Law and was admitted to the
practice of law in the State of California in 2018.
Recent Notable Cases
Attorneys at AW have been appointed lead counsel in numerous complex consumer
class actions, sometimes in contested leadership applications. Some of AW’s notable cases
include:
• Eck, et al. v. City of Los Angeles, No. BC577028 (Los Angeles Superior Court
(“LASC”)): AW was appointed Co-Class Counsel and achieved a $295 million finally-
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approved settlement based on allegedly unlawful city tax regulations regarding
electrical power.
• Lavinsky v. City of Los Angeles, No. BC542245 (LASC) (Hon. Ann I. Jones): AW as
lead Class Counsel, in a case challenging the imposition of certain utility taxes on the
use of natural gas, prevailed on summary adjudication, certified a class, and achieved
a finally approved settlement with a minimum value of $51 million.
• In re: Experian Data Breach Litig., No. 8:15-cv-01592-AG-DFM (C.D. Cal.): AW is coClass Counsel for the Class of almost 16 million class members who were victims of
a data breach affecting T-Mobile applicants and customers whose personal data was
stored by Experian. Class action settlement conservatively valued at over $150
million finally approved in May 2019.
• Kirby v. McAfee, Inc., No. 14-cv-02475-EJD (N.D. Cal.) (Hon. Edward J. Davila): coClass Counsel. Plaintiffs challenged defendant’s auto renewal and false discount
practices. Finally approved Settlement made $80 Million available to the class and
included injunctive relief requiring McAfee to notify customers at the point of every
sale that the service will be auto-renewed at an undiscounted subscription price.
Further, the settlement required McAfee to change its policy regarding the past
product price it lists as a reference to any discount it's currently offering. McAfee will
now only list a past price that it has actually charged customers within the past 45
days.
• In re: Premera Blue Cross Customer Data Sec. Breach Litig., No. 15-md-02633-SI (D. Or.)
(Hon. Michael H. Simon): AW selected to the Executive Leadership Committee after
contested leadership applications. AW was instrumental in litigating the case
through class certification and achieving a preliminarily approved settlement valued
at $74 million.
• Lavinsky v. City of Los Angeles, No. BC542245 (LASC): AW as lead Class Counsel, in
a case challenging the imposition of certain utility taxes on the use of natural gas,
prevailed on summary adjudication, certified a class, and achieved a finally approved
settlement with a minimum value of $51 million.
• In re: Lumber Liquidators Chinese-Manufactured Flooring Durability Mktg. & Sales Practices
Litig., No. 1:16-md-02743-AJT-TRJ (E.D. Va.) (Hon. Anthony J. Trenga): AW was coClass Counsel for the plaintiffs claiming alleged misrepresentations of laminate
flooring durability, coordinated with MDL proceedings regarding formaldehyde
emissions. $36 million non-reversionary fund settlement.
5
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• McKnight v. Uber Techs., Inc., No. 3:14-cv-05615-JST (N.D. Cal.) (Hon. Jon S. Tigar):
AW appointed co-Class Counsel in a finally approved class settlement establishing a
non-reversionary fund of $32.5 million returning allegedly hidden “safe ride” fee that
Uber unfairly charged its customers.
• In re: The Home Depot, Inc., Customer Data Sec. Breach Litig., No. 1:14-md-02583-TWT
(N.D. Ga.) (Hon. Thomas W. Thrash): AW served, by court appointment, on the
MDL Consumer Plaintiffs’ Steering Committee. The finally approved settlement
provided approximately $29 million of monetary relief to the consumer class, as well
as robust injunctive relief requiring Home Depot to overhaul its data security
practices.
• Pantelyat vs. Bank of America, No. 1:16-cv-8964-AJN (N.Y.S.D.) (Hon. Allison J.
Nathan): AW served as sole Class Counsel. $22 million settlement between Bank of
America and account holders who claimed the Bank breached its contract by assessing
overdraft fees resulting from non-recurring Uber rideshare transactions.
• Smith v. Floor and Décor Outlets of America, Inc., No. 1:15-cv-04316-ELR (N.D. Ga.)
(Hon. Eleanor L. Ross): AW served as co-Class Counsel in a class action that resulted
in a $14 million class settlement regarding flooring product defect allegations.
• Chimeno-Buzzi v. Hollister Co, et al., No. 1:14-cv-23120-MGC (S.D. Fla.) 9Hon. Marcia
G. Cooke): AW served as co-Class Counsel in a class action that resulted in a $10
million finally approved class settlement arising from violations of the Telephone
Consumer Protection Act of 1991 (“TCPA”).
• Pappas v. Naked Juice Co. of Glendora, Inc., No. 2:11-cv-8276-JAK-PLA (C.D. Cal.)
(Hon. John A. Kronstadt): appointed co-lead counsel after contested applications in
this food false labeling action; resulted in nationwide settlement for $9 million nonreversionary fund and injunctive relief in the form of product labeling changes, and
periodic audits to assure compliance with labeling representations.
• In re: Uber FCRA Litig., No. 3:14-cv-05200-EMC (N.D. Cal.) (Hon. Edward M. Chen)
– class settlement provided $8.2M in monetary relief as well as injunctive relief
guaranteeing Uber’s compliance with FCRA background check requirements;
settlement reached while district court’s denial of a motion to compel individual
arbitration was pending (and ultimately overturned) before the 9th Circuit.
• Weiss v. Los Angeles, No. BC141354 (LASC): as class counsel, won writ of mandate trial
to stop the allegedly illegal practice pertaining to parking violation notices, judgment

6
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affirmed on appeal.
• Alvarez v. Sirius XM Radio, Inc., No. 2:18-cv-08605 (C.D. Cal.) (Hon. James Selna):
AW is lead plaintiffs’ counsel in this breach of contract class action alleging that
defendant did not honor its lifetime subscriptions. A class settlement in principle
has been reached while plaintiffs’ appeal from trial court’s granting the motion to
compel arbitration was pending, and in is in the process of memorialization.
• In re: Apple Inc. Device Performance Litigation, No. 5:18-md-02827-EJD (N. D. Cal.)
(Hon. Edward J. Davila): AW appointed to the Plaintiffs’ Steering Committee after
contested applications.
• Novoa v. The Geo Group, Inc., No. 5:17-cv-02514-JGB-SHK (C.D. Cal.) (Hon. Jesus G.
Bernal): AW is co-counsel for the plaintiffs; case challenges private prison’s alleged
practices of forced labor against immigration detainees.
• Williams v. City of New York, No. 1:17-cv-02303-RJD-SM (E.D.N.Y.) (Hon. Raymond
J. Dearie): AW is co-counsel for plaintiffs challenging unconstitutional prison
conditions at Rikers Island and other facilities.
• In re: U.S. Office of Pers. Mgmt. Data Sec. Breach Litig., No. 1:15-mc-01394-ABJ (D.D.C.)
(Hon. Amy Berman Jackson): AW selected to the PSC after contested leadership
applications. Appeal of MTD grant pending before the D.C. Circuit.
• In re: Kind LLC “All Natural” Litig., No. 1:15-md-02645-WHP (S.D.N.Y.) (Hon.
William H. Pauley III): AW appointed interim co-lead counsel for the plaintiff class
by MDL Court after contested leadership applications.

7
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HEADLINE: $1,000 Per Hour Isn't Rare Anymore;
Nominal billing levels rise, but discounts ease blow.
BYLINE: KAREN SLOAN
BODY:

As recently as five years ago, law partners charging $1,000 an hour were outliers. Today, fourfigure hourly rates for indemand partners at the most prestigious firms don't raise eyebrows-and a
few top earners are closing in on $2,000 an hour.
These rate increases come despite hand-wringing over price pressures from clients amid a tough
economy. But everrising standard billing rates also obscure the growing practice of discounts,
falling collection rates, and slow march toward alternative fee arrangements.

Nearly 20 percent of the firms included in The National Law Journal's annual survey of large law
firm billing rates this year had at least one partner charging more than $1,000 an hour. Gibson,
Dunn & Crutcher partner Theodore Olson had the highest rate recorded in our survey, billing
$1,800 per hour while representing mobile satellite service provider LightSquared Inc. in Chapter
11 proceedings.
Of course, few law firm partners claim Olson's star power. His rate in that case is nearly the twice
the $980 per hour average charged by Gibson Dunn partners and three times the average $604
hourly rate among partners at NLJ 350 firms. Gibson Dunn chairman and managing partner Ken
Doran said Olson's rate is "substantially" above that of other partners at the firm, and that the
firm's standard rates are in line with its peers.
"While the majority of Ted Olson's work is done under alternative billing arrangements, his hourly
rate reflects his stature in the legal community, the high demand for his services and the unique
value that he offers to clients given his extraordinary experience as a former solicitor general of
the United States who has argued more than 60 cases before the U.S. Supreme Court and has
counseled several presidents," Doran said.
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In reviewing billing data this year, we took a new approach, asking each firm on the NLJ 350-our
survey of the nation's 350 largest firms by attorney headcount-to provide their highest, lowest
and average billing rates for associates and partners. We supplemented those data through public
records. All together, this year's survey includes information for 159 of the country's largest law
firms and reflects billing rates as of October.
The figures show that, even in a down economy, hiring a large law firm remains a pricey prospect.
The median among the highest partner billing rates reported at each firm is $775 an hour, while
the median low partner rate is $405. For associates, the median high stands at $510 and the low
at $235. The average associate rate is $370.
Multiple industry studies show that law firm billing rates continued to climb during 2013 despite
efforts by corporate counsel to rein them in. TyMetrix's 2013 Real Rate Report Snapshot found
that the average law firm billing rate increased by 4.8 percent compared with 2012. Similarly, the
Center for the Study of the Legal Profession at the Georgetown University Law Center and
Thomson Reuters Peer Monitor found that law firms increased their rates by an average 3.5
percent during 2013.
Of course, rates charged by firms on paper don't necessarily reflect what clients actually pay.
Billing realization rates-which reflect the percentage of work billed at firms' standard rates- have
fallen from 89 percent in 2010 to nearly 87 percent in 2013 on average, according to the
Georgetown study. When accounting for billed hours actually collected by firms, the realization
rate falls to 83.5 percent.
"What this means, of course, is that- on average-law firms are collecting only 83.5 cents for
every $1.00 of standard time they record," the Georgetown report reads. "To understand the full
impact, one need only consider that at the end of 2007, the collected realization rate was at the
92 percent level."
In other words, law firms set rates with the understanding that they aren't likely to collect the
full amount, said Mark Medice, who oversees the Peer Monitor Index. That index gauges the
strength of the legal market according to economic indicators including demand for legal services,
productivity, rates and expenses. "Firms start out with the idea of, 'I want to achieve a certain
rate, but it's likely that my client will ask for discounts whether or not I increase my rate,'"
Medice said.
Indeed, firms bill nearly all hourly work at discounts ranging from 5 percent to 20 percent off
standard rates, said Peter Zeughauser, a consultant with the Zeughauser Group. Discounts can
run as high as 50 percent for matters billed under a hybrid system, wherein a law firm can earn a
premium for keeping costs under a set level or for obtaining a certain outcome, he added. "Most
firms have gone to a two-tier system, with what is essentially an aspirational rate that they
occasionally get and a lower rate that they actually budget for," he said.
Most of the discounting happens at the front end, when firms and clients negotiate rates, Medice
said. But additional discounting happens at the billing and collections stages. Handling alternative
fee arrangements and discounts has become so complex that more than half of the law firms on
the Am Law 100-NLJ affiliate The American Lawyer's ranking of firms by gross revenue-have
created new positions for pricing directors, Zeughauser said.
THE ROLE OF GEOGRAPHY

Unsurprisingly, rates vary by location. Firms with their largest office in New York had the highest
average partner and associate billing rates, at $882 and $520, respectively. Similarly, TyMetrix
has reported that more than 25 percent of partners at large New York firms charge $1,000 per
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hour or more for contracts and commercial work.
Washington was the next priciest city on our survey, with partners charging an average $748 and
associates $429. Partners charge an average $691 in Chicago and associates $427. In Los
Angeles, partners charge an average $665 while the average associate rate is $401.
Pricing also depends heavily on practice area, Zeughauser and Medice said. Bet-the-company
patent litigation and white-collar litigation largely remain at premium prices, while practices
including labor and employment have come under huge pressure to reduce prices.
"If there was a way for law firms to hold rates, they would do it. They recognize how sensitive
clients are to price increases," Zeughauser said. But declining profit margins-due in part to higher
technology costs and the expensive lateral hiring market-mean that firms simply lack the option
to keep rates flat, he said.
BILLING SURVEY METHODOLOGY

The National Law Journal's survey of billing rates of the largest U.S. law firms provides the high,
low and average rates for partners and associates.
The NLJ asked respondents to its annual survey of the nation's largest law firms (the NLJ 350) to
provide a range of hourly billing rates for partners and associates as of October 2013.
For firms that did not supply data to us, in many cases we were able to supplement billing-rate
data derived from public records.
In total, we have rates for 159 of the nation's 350 largest firms.
Rates data include averages, highs and low rates for partners and associates. Information also
includes the average full-time equivalent (FTE) attorneys at the firm and the city of the firm's
principal or largest office.
We used these data to calculate averages for the nation as a whole and for selected cities.
Billing Rates at the Country's Priciest Law Firms

Here are the 50 firms that charge the highest average hourly rates for partners.

Billing Rates at the Country's Priciest Law Firms
FIRM NAME

LARGEST
U.S.
OFFICE*

AVERAGE
PARTNER ASSOCIATE
FULL-TIME
HOURLY HOURLY
EQUIVALENT RATES
RATES
ATTORNEYS*
AVERAGE HIGH

LOW AVERAGE HIGH LOW

* Full-time equivalent attorney numbers and the largest U.S. office are from the NLJ 350
published in April 2013. For complete numbers, please see NLJ.com.
** Firm did not exist in this form for the entire year.
Debevoise &
Plimpton

New York

615

$1,055

$1,075

$955 $490

$760

$120

Paul, Weiss,

New York

803

$1,040

$1,120

$760 $600

$760

$250
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Rifkind,
Wharton &
Garrison
Skadden,
Arps, Slate,
Meagher &
Flom

New York

1,735

$1,035

$1,150

$845 $620

$845

$340

Fried, Frank, New York
Harris, Shriver
& Jacobson

476

$1,000

$1,100

$930 $595

$760

$375

Latham &
Watkins

New York

2,033

$990

$1,110

$895 $605

$725

$465

Gibson, Dunn New York
& Crutcher

1,086

$980

$1,800

$765 $590

$930

$175

Davis Polk &
Wardwell

New York

787

$975

$985

$850 $615

$975

$130

Willkie Farr &
Gallagher

New York

540

$950

$1,090

$790 $580

$790

$350

Cadwalader, New York
Wickersham &
Taft

435

$930

$1,050

$800 $605

$750

$395

Weil, Gotshal New York
& Manges

1,201

$930

$1,075

$625 $600

$790

$300

Quinn
Emanuel
Urquhart &
Sullivan

697

$915

$1,075

$810 $410

$675

$320

Wilmer Cutler Washington 961
Pickering Hale
and Dorr

$905

$1,250

$735 $290

$695

$75

Dechert

New York

803

$900

$1,095

$670 $530

$735

$395

Andrews
Kurth

Houston

348

$890

$1,090

$745 $528

$785

$265

Hughes
Hubbard &
Reed

New York

344

$890

$995

$725 $555

$675

$365

Irell & Manella Los
Angeles

164

$890

$975

$800 $535

$750

$395

Proskauer
Rose

746

$880

$950

$725 $465

$675

$295

White & Case New York

1,900

$875

$1,050

$700 $525

$1,050 $220

Morrison &
Foerster

1,010

$865

$1,195

$595 $525

$725

$230

Pillsbury
Washington 609
Winthrop
Shaw Pittman

$865

$1,070

$615 $520

$860

$375

Kaye Scholer New York

414

$860

$1,080

$715 $510

$680

$320

Kramer Levin
Naftalis &
Frankel

320

$845

$1,025

$740 $590

$750

$400

$835

$1,000

$705 -

-

-

New York

New York

San
Francisco

New York

Hogan Lovells Washington 2,280
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Kasowitz,
Benson,
Torres &
Friedman

New York

365

$835

$1,195

$600 $340

$625

$200

Kirkland & Ellis Chicago

1,517

$825

$995

$590 $540

$715

$235

Cooley

Palo Alto

632

$820

$990

$660 $525

$630

$160

Arnold &
Porter

Washington 748

$815

$950

$670 $500

$610

$345

Paul Hastings New York

899

$815

$900

$750 $540

$755

$335

Curtis, Mallet- New York
Prevost, Colt
& Mosle

322

$800

$860

$730 $480

$785

$345

Winston &
Strawn

Chicago

842

$800

$995

$650 $520

$590

$425

Bingham
McCutchen

Boston

900

$795

$1,080

$220 $450

$605

$185

Akin Gump
Washington 806
Strauss Hauer
& Feld

$785

$1,220

$615 $525

$660

$365

Covington &
Burling

Washington 738

$780

$890

$605 $415

$565

$320

King &
Spalding

Atlanta

838

$775

$995

$545 $460

$735

$125

Norton Rose
Fulbright

N/A**

N/A**

$775

$900

$525 $400

$515

$300

DLA Piper

New York

4,036

$765

$1,025

$450 $510

$750

$250

Bracewell &
Giuliani

Houston

432

$760

$1,125

$575 $440

$700

$275

Baker &
McKenzie

Chicago

4,004

$755

$1,130

$260 $395

$925

$100

Dickstein
Shapiro

Washington 308

$750

$1,250

$590 $475

$585

$310

Jenner &
Block

Chicago

432

$745

$925

$565 $465

$550

$380

Jones Day

New York

2,363

$745

$975

$445 $435

$775

$205

Manatt,
Phelps &
Phillips

Los
Angeles

325

$740

$795

$640 -

-

-

Seward &
Kissel

New York

152

$735

$850

$625 $400

$600

$290

O'Melveny &
Myers

Los
Angeles

738

$715

$950

$615 -

-

-

McDermott
Will & Emery

Chicago

1,024

$710

$835

$525 -

-

-

Reed Smith

Pittsburgh

1,468

$710

$945

$545 $420

$530

$295

Dentons

N/A**

N/A**

$700

$1,050

$345 $425

$685

$210

Jeffer Mangels Los
Butler &
Angeles
Mitchell

126

$690

$875

$560 -

-

-

Sheppard,

521

$685

$875

$490 $415

$535

$275

Los
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Mullin, Richter Angeles
& Hampton
Alston & Bird

Atlanta

805

$675

$875

$495 $425

$575

$280

THE FOUR-FIGURE CLUB

These 10 firms posted the highest partner billing rates.

THE FOUR-FIGURE CLUB
Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher

$1,800

Dickstein Shapiro

$1,250

Wilmer Cutler Pickering Hale and Dorr

$1,250

Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld

$1,220

Kasowitz, Benson, Torres & Friedman

$1,195

Morrison & Foerster

$1,195

Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom

$1,150

Baker & McKenzie

$1,130

Bracewell & Giuliani

$1,125

Paul, Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton & Garrison

$1,120

Contact Karen Sloan at ksloan@alm.com
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA

KIM CARTER, ASHLEY GENNOCK,
Case No: 2:16-cv-00633-MRH
KENNETH HARRISON, JENNA
KASKORKIS, and DANIEL STYSLINGER,
individually and on behalf of all others similarly DECLARATION OF JEFFREY R. KRINSK
situated,
IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION
FOR ATTORNEYS’ FEES AND EXPENSES,
Plaintiffs,
AND FOR REPRESENTATIVE
v.
PLAINTIFFS’ SERVICE PAYMENTS
GENERAL NUTRITION CENTERS, INC., a
Filed Electronically
Delaware Corporation, GENERAL HOLDINGS,
INC., a Delaware Corporation,
Defendants.

I, Jeffrey R. Krinsk, hereby declare as follows:
1.

I am over eighteen years of age and the managing partner of Finkelstein &

Krinsk, LLP, counsel for Plaintiffs Jenna Kaskorkis and Kim Carter in the above captioned case.
I have personal knowledge of the matters set forth herein, based on my active participation in all
material aspects of this litigation and Settlement. If called upon, I could and would testify
competently to the facts herein based upon my personal involvement in this case. I am making
this declaration in support of Plaintiffs’ Motion for Attorneys’ Fees and Expenses, and for
Representative Plaintiffs’ Service Payments.
PROCEDURAL/SETTLEMENT BACKGROUND
2.

The Settlement resolves three separate lawsuits filed by Representative Plaintiffs

against GNC under the captions Kaskorkis v. General Nutrition Centers, Inc. and General
Holdings, Inc., No. 3:16-cv-00990-WQH-AGS (S.D. Cal.) (“Karkorkis”), Gennock v. General
Nutrition Centers, Inc. et al., Case No. 2:16-cv-00633-MRH (W.D. Pa.) (“Gennock”), and
Harrison v. General Nutrition Centers, Inc. et al., Case No. 3:16-cv-03086-WQH-AGS (S.D.
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Cal.) (“Harrison”). Prior to the Settlement, Finkelstein & Krinsk LLP represented the
Kaskorkis Plaintiffs and was jointly responsible for the litigation of the case.
3.

On April 22, 2016, Plaintiff Jenna Kaskorkis filed a class action Complaint

against General Nutrition Centers, Inc. and General Holdings, Inc. (“Defendants” or “GNC”)
alleging that Defendants falsely advertise discounts on their website, GNC.com. Kaskorkis, No.
3:16-cv-00990, ECF No. 1. Accordingly, Plaintiffs sought monetary relief under the UCL and
FAL, as well as injunctive relief under the CLRA. Id. On August 8, 2016, the Complaint was
amended, adding allegations regarding Plaintiff Kim Carter and Defendants’ failure to respond
to Plaintiff Kaskorkis’ demand pursuant to California Civil Code § 1782(a) of the CLRA. Id.,
ECF No. 10. Defendants filed an answer to both the initial and amended complaint filed in
Kaskorkis, denied all allegations and asserted numerous affirmative defenses. Id., ECF Nos. 8
and 21.
4.

With the pleading established, the Kaskorkis parties began discovery in earnest.

The Kaskorkis Plaintiffs served their First Set of Requests for Production of Documents and
Special Interrogatories on August 26, 2016. Over the course of the next few months of
litigation, the Kaskorkis Plaintiffs would serve an additional set of Requests for Production of
Documents and Interrogatories, as well as a Request for Admissions.
5.

In total, the Kaskorkis Plaintiffs propounded fifty document requests, thirty

interrogatories, nine requests for admissions; and received and reviewed over a thousand pages
of documents, as well as several large excel spreadsheets with a sample of Defendants’ pricing
and transactional information from www.GNC.com. To help analyze these documents, the
Kaskorkis Plaintiffs retained an ESI expert.
6.

This discovery was contentious. Significant effort was expended by the parties

conferring on their various discovery requests. However, these discovery disputes required
judicial intervention on four occasions.
7.

On December 9, 2016, the Kaskorkis Plaintiffs moved to compel further

responses to Plaintiffs’ First Set of Requests for Production of Documents and First Set of
2
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Special Interrogatories to General Nutrition Centers, Inc. Kaskorkis, No. 3:16-cv-00990, ECF
No. 33. These requests sought information regarding Defendant’s: (i) competitor pricing,(ii)
pricing history, (iii) transactional history, (iv) pricing calendars, and (v) advertisements. The
hearing on the parties’ motion lasted over an hour and half, and addressed complex issues
including the sampling of sales data from Defendant’s website, GNC.com. Kaskorkis, No.
3:16-cv-00990, ECF Nos. 46. Magistrate Judge Andrew G. Schopler granted Plaintiffs’ motion
to compel, in part, on January 25, 2017. Id.
8.

This was followed by Plaintiffs’ Motion to Enforce Judge Schopler’s discovery

order on May 9, 2017, which was also granted, in part. Id., at ECF Nos. 54, 57. In this motion,
Plaintiff sought to an order which would require Defendant’s production of documents within
the timeframe previously established by the Court.
9.

Plaintiffs move for further enforcement of Judge Schopler’s discovery order on

August 3, 2017 (ECF No. 64) and Defendants moved to compel further responses to General
Holdings, Inc.’s Interrogatories and Requests for Production to the Kaskorkis Plaintiffs on
August 28, 2017 (ECF No. 73). These last two motions, however, were not heard before the
parties agreed to stay their litigation to continue settlement discussions.
10.

Before entering into the Settlement, proposed Class Counsel conducted a

thorough examination, investigation, and evaluation of the relevant law, facts, and allegations
to assess the merits of the claims and potential claims to determine the strength of liability,
potential remedies, and all defenses thereto.
11.

Based on the information obtained by the Kaskorkis Plaintiffs during discovery,

counsel was able to create damage estimates based on the sample of transactional data obtained.
This process was complicated by the fact that Defendants keep records regarding its pricing
(including its regular and sales prices) in several different repositories. Additionally, not all
products were consistently discounted throughout the Class Period. Plaintiffs’ counsel,
therefore, had to review several documents and databases to determine the historical pricing for
one product. This process took many hours of attorney time.
3
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12.

Plaintiffs selected a small sample of products and recreated Defendant’s pricing

history. From this information, Plaintiffs were able to determine that the average discount
advertised was approximately 29 percent of the ‘regular’ price. Additionally, the average Sale
Price of the transactions sampled was $12.96. Based on this sample, Counsel determined that
had Class Members received the actual average 29 percent discount advertised, they would
have paid approximately $3.11 less. It was this preliminary analysis that informed the parties’
initial negotiations.
13.

However, it is important to note that Plaintiffs’ initial damage modeling is not

without its critics. There are a number of Courts that have been skeptical of Plaintiffs’ claims,
suggesting that false discounts do not create any compensable injury. See, e.g., Kim v.Carter's
Inc., 598 F.3d 362, 365-66 (7th Cir. 2010) (dismissing a comparative discount case for lack of
damages); Johnson v. Jos. A. Bank Clothiers, Inc., No. 2:13-cv-756, 2014 WL 4129576, at *4
(S.D. Ohio Aug. 19, 2014) (same); Shaulis v. Nordstrom Inc., 120 F.Supp.3d 40, 52-53 (D.
Mass. 2015) (same); Belcastro v. Burberry Ltd., No. 16-cv-1080, 2017 WL 744596, at *3-5
(S.D.N.Y. Feb. 23, 2017) (same). But see Hinojos v. Kohl's Corp., 718 F.3d 1098, 1103 (9th
Cir. 2013), as amended on denial of reh'g and reh'g en banc (July 8, 2013). Even in a friendlier
forum, articulating the correct measurement of the damages associated with false discount
advertisements has proven difficult. See generally, Chowning v. Kohl's Dep't Stores, Inc., No.
CV1508673, 2016 WL 1072129, at *10 (C.D. Cal. Mar. 15, 2016), aff'd, 735 F. App'x 924 (9th
Cir. 2018) (rejecting similar damages models as those forwarded by Plaintiffs above).
Plaintiffs recognize that its damages model may have been optimistic.
14.

The Parties engaged in extensive good faith, and arm’s length negotiations

spanning a number of months. The Parties engaged in mediation in Pittsburgh with Carole
Katz in December 2016, and again in July 2017. Although these mediations did not result in
settlement, the Parties continued with extensive negotiations spanning a number of months,
with the assistance of mediator Katz, until a settlement in principle was reached. Thereafter, the
Parties engaged in further month’s long negotiations with respect to the Settlement Agreement
4
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and its many exhibits.
THE PROPOSED SETTLEMENT
15.

Pursuant to the proposed Settlement, Defendant will pay a total of $6,000,000.00

to create the Settlement Fund for the benefit of Settlement Class Members. From this
Settlement Fund, Defendants will pay the Settlement Administration Expenses, any incentive
award awarded to Plaintiffs, Class Counsel’s attorneys’ fees and expenses, and any
consideration to the Settlement Class. Each Settlement Class Member may submit a Claim
Form and elect to receive either a $5 PayPal/eCheck payment or $15 Voucher that may be
redeemed for Merchandise through GNC’s Website. The Voucher will not require Class
Member to spend any cash to redeem and is fully transferrable with no expiration date.
16.

Class members who either made: (i) a total of five or more purchases (each such

qualifying purchase must have been made in a unique transaction on a day separate from any
other qualifying transaction) from GNC’s Website within the Class Period; or (ii) a purchase in
excess of $100.00 in a single transaction from GNC’s Website during the Class Period
(“Multiple Purchasers”) may receive an additional $5 PayPal/eCheck payment or $15 Voucher
under the Settlement (“Multiple Purchaser Relief”).
17.

Class Members will further receive a Coupon that may be redeemed as a one-

time credit in the amount of thirty dollars ($30) off of a purchase otherwise totaling one
hundred dollars ($100) or more of Merchandise through GNC’s Website.
18.

In the event the dollar amount of the Aggregate Individual Relief Value (the

total value of all cash payments and all Vouchers claimed by the Settlement Class) is greater
than the Net Settlement Fund, then the cash payment amount and Voucher value due will be
proportionately reduced on a pro rata basis, so that the Aggregate Individual Relief Value does
not exceed the Net Settlement Fund. And, in the event the dollar amount of the Aggregate
Individual Relief Value is less than the Net Settlement Fund, then the Redeemed Coupon Credit
shall be applied as a credit to GNC’s obligation to pay the Settlement Fund. However, in the
event that the sum of (i) the Aggregate Individual Relief Value and (ii) the Redeemed Coupon
5
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Credit is less than the Net Settlement Fund, then the cash payment amount and Voucher value
due to each Class Member will be increased on a pro rata basis until the adjusted Aggregate
Individual Relief Value plus the Redeemed Coupon Credit equals the Net Settlement.
19.

Additionally, Defendants, under the terms of the Settlement, agree to take

reasonable steps to ensure its comparative discount advertising on GNC’s Website complies
with then-existing Federal or California law, including 16 C.F.R. §§ 233.1 and Cal. Bus. &
Prof. Code § 17501 (if the advertisement will appear in California).
20.

Class Counsel remains confident in Plaintiffs’ claims. Nevertheless, class action

trials are exceedingly rare and notably complex. The outcome of any class action trial,
regardless of the perceived merits of the claims, is far from certain. This is particularly true of
this case, where key legal and factual issues remain unsettled. Additionally, a class has not yet
been certified in this case. And Class Counsel are fully aware of the difficulty in maintaining a
discount pricing case as a class action, given the number of individualized damage calculations,
which generally require extensive expert testimony. Additionally, even if Plaintiffs did proceed
on a classwide basis, success on the merits is far from certain. See, supra, ¶ 16 (noting the
difficulty in litigating Plaintiffs’ claims). But, even if Plaintiffs were successful, based on Class
Counsel’ experiences, it would take at least two years to shepherd this case trough trial.
21.

Finkelstein & Krinsk LLP also has an appellate practice and understands that the

post-trial appellate process poses its own risk and can significantly delay any relief recovered.
Indeed, Finkelstein & Krinsk LLP recently argued Heckart v. A-1 Self-Storage, Inc., Case No.
S23232, before the California Supreme Court. This appeal took approximately four years and
ultimately ended in an opinion in favor of the defendants. Similarly, Finkelstein & Krinsk LLP
successfully overturned an adverse judgment before the Court of Appeal, Second Appellate
District, in Hansen, et al. v. Newegg.com Americas, Inc., Case No. B271477. But even a
successfully litigated appeal, to an appellate court of first instance, required two years and was
fraught with numerous perils. Accordingly, Class Counsel is acutely aware that securing a
favorable judgment is not the end of the litigation process.
6
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22.

Based on Finkelstein & Krinsk LLP experience, this firm advocates for the

Court’s approval of this settlement. Finkelstein & Krinsk LLP evaluated the Settlement, on
behalf of the Class, and concluded that it was a fair and reasonable compromise of the Class’s
claims given the inherent risk of the litigation in bringing this case to trial (as well as any
possible subsequent appeals). Clearly the goal of this litigation, to obtain payment for
Defendants’ false advertisement, has been met.
23.

Here, this settlement provides the very remedies that the Plaintiffs sought in the

First Amended Complaint: monetary relief for the alleged represented discounts and an actual
discount of Defendants’ everyday pricing. Each class member is entitled to a $30 off $100
coupon and may claim up to two $5 cash payments or two $15 vouchers. The value of this
relief can increase or decrease depending on the amount of claims made. Additionally,
Defendants have committed to end the allegedly illegal pricing advertisements.
24.

As noted above, a review of a sample of transactions during the Class Period

revealed that the advertised discount on GNC’s website was approximately 29 percent or
approximately $3.11 less. The $5 cash payments and $15 vouchers are a fair compromise of
the Settlement Class’s claims and are well within the bounds of reasonableness for a consumer
class action settlement.
ATTORNEYS’ FEES
25.

Class Counsel undertook this action on a contingent-fee basis, assuming

significant risk that the action would yield no recovery and leave them uncompensated. From
the outset of this action—April 22, 2016—Class Counsel has not been compensated for any
time or expenses incurred.
26.

Class Counsel understood it was embarking on a complex and expensive

litigation with no guarantee of ever being compensated for the investment of time and money
this case would require. In undertaking the responsibility of representing the Settlement Class,
Class Counsel was obliged to ensure that sufficient resources were dedicated to the prosecution
of this litigation and that funds were available to continuously compensate staff and cover the
7
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considerable costs that a case as this requires. With an average lag time of several years for
class cases to conclude, the financial burden on contingent-fee counsel is far greater than on a
firm that is paid on an ongoing basis. That is especially true in this case, which has been
ongoing for approximately three years.
27.

In addition, the aggressive litigation schedule, as well as the volume of

discovery, research, and careful presentation of the law and facts to the Court, frequently
necessitated a significant staffing commitment by Class Counsel. Indeed, at points, several
attorneys and staff at the firm worked on this matter almost exclusively, which significantly
limited the ability to take on other matters at various times.
28.

The information in this declaration regarding Class Counsel’s time and expenses

is taken from time and expense printouts and supporting documentation prepared and/or
maintained by Class Counsel in the ordinary course of business. I am the partner who oversaw
the day-to-day activities in the litigation and I reviewed these printouts in connection with the
preparation of this declaration. The purpose of the review was to confirm both the accuracy of
the entries on the printouts as well as the necessity for, and reasonableness of, the time
committed to the litigation.
29.

The purpose of this review was to confirm both the accuracy of the entries on

the printouts as well as the necessity for, and reasonableness of, the time committed to the
litigation. As a result of this review, reductions were made to time in the exercise of “billing
judgment.”
30.

As a result of this review and the adjustments made, I believe that the time reflected

in the firm’s lodestar calculation as set forth in this declaration is reasonable in amount and was
necessary for the prosecution and resolution of this litigation. In addition, I believe that the fees
incurred were all of a type that would normally be charged to a fee-paying client in the private
legal marketplace. Class Counsel’s rates and hours for this case, as of October 31, 2019, are as
follows:

8
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Staff Member
Jeffrey R. Krinsk
Mark L. Knutson*
William R. Restis*
David J. Harris
Trenton R. Kashima
Lauren R. Presser*
A. Trent Ruark*
Shelby M. Ramsey
Rebecka R. Gracia
Carol L. Grace

Position
Partner
Partner (Ret.)
Associate
Associate
Associate
Associate
Associate
Paralegal
Paralegal
Office
Manager

Years of
Experience
43
32
10
7
6
4
4
n/a
n/a
n/a

Time
63.9
5.7
10.5
25.1
342.5
14.3
21.8
9.5
19.1
3.2

515.6
31.

Rate
$750.00
$700.00
$650.00
$475.00
$450.00
$425.00
$375.00
$150.00
$150.00
$150.00
$463.43

Total
$44,695.00
$3,705.00
$5,225.00
$11,936.75
$154,125.00
$5,700.00
$8,720.00
$1,425.00
$2,857.50
$480.00

$238,942.50

The total number of hours spent on this litigation by F&K is 515.6. The

professionals at F&K have collectively spent a total of 483.8 hours of attorney time, and 31.8
hours of litigation support time to this litigation. The lodestar amount for attorney/professional
time based on Class Counsel’s current rates is $238,942.50. The blended rate (the total hours
worked divided by the total fees) for all of F&K time is $463.43.
32.

Each of the attorneys employed by F&K on this case worked efficiently and

diligently, and benefited from their past experience with complex litigation. I, Jeffrey Krinsk,
am the Senior Attorney and Managing partner at F&K with over four decades of experience in
business and class action litigation. Mark Knutson was a partner of F&K specializing in
complex class action litigation for more than thirty years. David J. Harris is a seventh year
associate with extensive experience prosecuting class actions, including consumer class actions.
Trenton R. Kashima is a sixth year associate who has prosecuted class actions exclusively
during his career. Lauren R. Presser, who left F&K in 2018, was a fourth year associate with
experience in complex business litigation. A. Trent Ruark, who left F&K in 2017, was a
fourth year associate with experience in consumer litigation and complex financial transactions.
See Exhibit A (the Firm’s Resume).
33.

The hourly rates listed above are the usual and customary rates set by F&K for

each individual. As confirmed by the United States Consumer Law Attorney Fee Survey

9
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Report 2015-2016 (the “U.S. Consumer Law Survey”), these rates are similar to those charged
by other attorneys in a similar practice. See Exhibit B excerted from the United States
Consumer Law Attorney Fee Survey. The U.S. Consumer Law Survey is an online, email, and
telephone survey representing of 4,500 members of the National Association of Consumer
Advocates and other known attorneys practicing in the field of Consumer Law as identified
through Avvo.com, Lawyers.com, and court filings around the country. See Exhibit B.
Accordingly, the U.S. Consumer Law Survey more readily reflects the rates of attorneys within
a similar practice area. The Survey found that the median billing rate for “Attorneys Handling
Class Action Cases” in California is $513. Id., at p. 43. Additionally, for San Diego, the
survey found that attorneys’ rates generally ranged from $257 (for the 25% Median Attorney
Rate for All Attorneys) and $595 (for the 95% Median Attorney Rate for All Attorneys), a
median billing rate for “Attorneys Handling Class Action Cases” of $425. Id., at p. 187.1
Similarly, median billing rate for “Attorneys Handling Class Action Cases” in Pittsburgh is
$600. Id., at p. 325. F&K’s blended rate of $463.43 is will within these norms.
34.

F&K’s rates are also in keeping with the rates awarded to firms which practice

within the U. S. District Court for the Southern District of California. See, e.g., Makaeff v.
Trump Univ., LLC, 2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 46749 , at *17 (S.D. Cal. Apr. 9, 2015) (approving
rates of $600-$825 for partners and $410 for associates); Reed v. 1-800 Contacts, Inc., 2014
U.S. Dist. LEXIS 255, at *24 (S.D. Cal. Jan. 2, 2014) (approving partner rate of $650 and
associate rate of $400); Beck-Ellman v. Kaz USA, Inc., 2013 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 189308, at *25
(S.D. Cal. June 11, 2013), (approving rates of $200 for paralegals, $400 for associates, and
$700 for partners); Dennis v. Kellogg Co., 2013 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 163118, at *23 (S.D. Cal.
Nov. 14, 2013) (approving rates of $145 for law clerks to $950 for partners).

1

Although this case is being settled in the U. S. District Court for the Western District of
Pennsylvania, the Kaskorkis action was litigated in the U. S. District Court for the Southern
District of California, where their case is currently still pending.
10
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35.

Based on my experience with prior class settlements and response from class

members to the circulation of class notice, Class Counsel will likely be required to expend an
additional 75-100 hours of interface with absent Settlement Class members, Defendants, and the
class administrator to properly effectuate the Settlement. At a blended rate of $463.43, we estimate
approximate additional $4,634.30 in uncompensated time will be required to conclude Class
Counsel’s participation.
36.

Class Counsel’s lodestar calculation does not include time that will be expended

analyzing and categorizing the time entries or preparation of this fee submission, drafting the final
approval motion, responding to objections, or appearing at the final approval hearing.
LITIGATION EXPENSES
37.

F&K’s expenses and charges in connection with the prosecution of the litigation

are $16,351.39. The following is additional information regarding certain of these expenses:
(a)

Transportation and Meal: $1,882.83. In connection with the prosecution of

this case, F&K has paid for travel and meal expenses to travel to the Mediation in this case.
(b)

Photocopying: $193.11. In connection with this case, F&K paid to outside

copy vendors.
(c)

Filing and Service of Process Fees: $584.75. These expenses have been paid

to this Court and others for filing fees and to attorney service firms or individuals for
service of process, and subpoenas. These costs were necessary to the prosecution of the
case.
(d)

Court Hearing, Deposition Reporting, and Transcripts: $453.75.

(e)

Expert, Consultant, and Investigator Expenses: $2,000.

(f)

Reimbursement of Cost from Ahdoot & Wolfson: $15,000. This amount

was paid to Ahdoot & Wolfson to establish a litigation fund for payment of discovery
related costs in the Kaskoris matter. F&K is informed and believes that as of the signing
of this declaration there remains a balance of $9,060.45 in this account, of which $3,883.05
will be credited to F&K. Thus, F&K’s total outlay through this litigation fund account is
11
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$11,116.95. The Declaration of Robert Ahdoot, filed concurrently herewith, provides an
accounting of the expenses incurred and paid for through the this litigation fund account.
The expenses pertaining to this case are reflected in the books and records of this firm. Those
books and records are prepared from receipts, expense vouchers, check records, and other
documents and are an accurate record of the expenses.
APPROPRIATE SERVICE PAYMENTS FOR THE REPRESENTATIVE PLAINTIFFS
38.

Plaintiffs and Class Representatives Jenna Kaskorkis and Kim Carter are requesting

that the Court approve a modest service award of $5000 each ($10,000 total). Based on my
personal experience representing these two Plaintiffs during the course of the litigation, I believe
that each one is deserving of the requested award.
39.

Indeed, each Plaintiff has spent substantial amounts of time and energy assisting

F&K in the prosecution of this action. Plaintiffs provided our firm with vital assistance in
gathering facts relevant to their and other Class Members’ potential claims.

Additionally,

Plaintiffs reviewed major court filings, made themselves available for consultation during
settlement negotiations, and generally kept themselves apprised on the status of the case. This
included conversations and electronic correspondence with counsel to discuss the case.
40.

Plaintiffs also responded to extensive discovery requests from Defendants and

collected documents responsive to those requests. They also prepared to be deposed by defense
counsel. At all times, Plaintiffs performed these crucial activities competently and in the best
interests of absent class members.
41.

It is my strong belief that the Settlement Class would not have obtained the

outstanding results discussed above without the consistent, ethical and vigorous efforts provided
by the class Plaintiffs in this action. At no small risk to themselves, Plaintiffs engaged themselves
at the forefront of a multi-year, litigation not merely to obtain a few dollars, but—more importantly
— to right a corporate wrong and obtain a far greater remedy than the one to which they themselves
were entitled. The substantial remedy obtained by Plaintiffs accrues to the benefit of, at least,

12
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thousands of individuals and erstwhile consumers.

Their admirable efforts are worthy of

recognition.

Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746, I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the
United States of America that the foregoing is true and correct.

Executed on November 1, 2019 in San Diego, California.
/s/ Jeffrey R. Krinsk__
Jeffrey R. Krinsk, Esq.

13
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FINKELSTEIN & KRINSK LLP
ATTORNEYS AT LAW

TELEPHONE (619) 238-1333
WEBSITE: WWW.CLASSACTIONLAW.COM

550 WEST C STREET
SUITE 1760
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 92101

FACSIMILE (619) 238-5425
EMAIL: FK@CLASSACTIONLAW.COM

The following is a concise summary of the resume of the law firm of Finkelstein &
Krinsk LLP. The named partners of this San Diego, California-based law firm have been
recognized for successfully prosecuting hundreds of class action lawsuits since 1987. The firm’s
experience centers on the prosecution of violations of the federal and state securities and antitrust
laws, the laws of corporate governance, including derivative actions, and business/consumer
fraud cases.
THE FIRM
Since its inception, the firm has specialized in investigating and prosecuting large-scale
securities violations on behalf of private and institutional investors, as well as derivative claims
arising from directors’ failure to comply with their statutory duties. The firm is a long-standing
member of the National Association of Securities and Commercial Law Attorneys and has
received consistent recognition for its creative persistence in handling complex litigation.
The credentials of the firm include being appointed lead counsel and to executive
committee positions on behalf of plaintiff classes in multiple successful securities fraud,
shareholder derivative and consumer class action cases, including, for example, In Re Chiron
Shareholders Derivative Litigation, a shareholder derivative action alleging various breaches of
fiduciary duties; In Re Chiron Shareholders Deal Litigation, a shareholder class action involving
a $4.5 billion merger transaction; In Re Great American Bank Securities Litigation, a class action
alleging violations of the Federal Securities Acts; In Re Safeskin Sec. Litig. (same); In Re Revlon
Sec. Litig. (same); Risk v. Caribiner International; Hurst v. Monarch Equities Corporation, a
class action alleging violations of the Commodities & Exchange Act; Weld v. Chiron Corp.;
Chiment v. M/A-COM, Inc., a class action alleging violations of ERISA; In Re State Farm
Mutual Automobile Insurance Company, a California resident consumer class action alleging
unfair business practices; In Re Manufacturers Life Insurance Premium Litigation, a nationwide
consumer class action alleging insurance fraud; Levine v. The Guardian Life Insurance Company
of America, a California resident disability policyholder class action; In Re Massachusetts
Mutual Life Ins. Co. Vanishing Premium Sales Litig., a nationwide policyholder class arising out
of “vanishing premium” life insurance policy sales practices; Campbell v. AirTouch Cellular,
nationwide consumer class action against Verizon Wireless for violations of unfair trade
practices (lead counsel in a nationwide consumer class of over 43 million consumers); In Re DSL
Service Cases, a J.C.C.P. California resident class action involving claims of false advertising
and consumer fraud (lead counsel in coordinated action); Burton v. MTL Ins. Co., a nationwide
policyholder class action involving violations of Illinois consumer fraud laws; Kushner v. AT&T
Corp., a California resident consumer class action (lead counsel); Maugeri v. The Credit Store, a
nationwide consumer class action involving deceptive debt collection practices; and Smith v.
Wells Fargo, a California resident consumer class action involving false advertisement claims
(lead counsel); Phebus v. Wells Fargo Bank (lead counsel in coordinated action); Feferman v.
Hewlett Packard (lead counsel); Berensen v. Toyota Motor Corp. (lead counsel); Maugeri v. The
Credit Store, (lead counsel); Sanai v. BMW of North America, LLC; Hahn v. Massage Envy
Franchising LLC (lead counsel); Krinsk v. Monster Beverage Corporation, at el. (lead counsel),
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FINKELSTEIN & KRINSK LLP
ATTORNEYS AT LAW

Clay et al. v. Cytosport, Inc. (Class Counsel) and Terrando et al. v. Accredited Debt Relief et al.
(Class Counsel).
The firm has successfully prosecuted hundreds of class action securities and consumer
cases recovering hundreds of millions of dollars in losses suffered by victims of business,
consumer and similar fraud recovering billions of dollars in losses.
In the insurance related area, the firm was lead counsel in Tench v. Jackson National Life
Ins. Co., an Illinois resident policyholder class for violations of Illinois consumer fraud laws
arising from the sale of “vanishing premium” life insurance products; and Albanoski v. American
National Insurance Company, a California resident class arising out of unlawful and deceptive
sales practices involving the sale of universal life insurance products. In addition, the firm has
also jointly prosecuted a number of cases throughout the United States against numerous
insurance companies for various improper claims practices.
PARTNER
JEFFREY R. KRINSK
Jeffrey R. Krinsk graduated in 1974 from Boston University Law School in Boston,
Massachusetts, and was admitted to active practice in the State of New York on November 17,
1975. As an associate at the New York law firm of Norton & Christenson, he contributed to
numerous cases involving intricate violations of federal law and, thereafter, participated in
assorted complex litigation against large corporations and particularly the United States
Government and/or the Corps of Engineers.
This extensive litigation experience resulted in Mr. Krinsk relocating to California after
being asked to join Hang Ten International, Inc. as Staff Counsel and, shortly thereafter, became
General Counsel and Chief Legal Officer. Mr. Krinsk was subsequently promoted to Chief
Operating Officer and General Counsel for the corporation, overseeing and managing in excess
of thirty-five law firms in over sixty countries while fulfilling corporate litigation and
transactional needs. In 1983, Mr. Krinsk relocated to Los Angeles, California, after joining
Guess?, Inc. as its President, assuming a broad array of related legal and operational
responsibilities as its licensing head. Thereafter, Mr. Krinsk was elected Chairman and CEO of
publicly-traded Fabulous Inns of America, conducting complex derivative and securities
litigation on behalf of its shareholders. This substantial business experience has provided an
invaluable perspective in the prosecution of class actions against corporate defendants. Mr.
Krinsk has effectively prosecuted and managed a host of class actions for Finkelstein & Krinsk
over the last twenty-five years.

FINKELSTEIN & KRINSK, LLP
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FINKELSTEIN & KRINSK LLP
ATTORNEYS AT LAW

ASSOCIATES

DAVID J. HARRIS, JR.
David J. Harris, Jr. joined Finkelstein & Krinsk LLP in 2015 and specializes in securities
and consumer class actions. Prior to joining the Firm, Mr. Harris specialized in class action
litigation at another leading plaintiffs’ firm, representing institutional and individual investors in
securities fraud actions nationwide. Mr. Harris was a member of two litigation teams that
recovered over $100 million on behalf of aggrieved investors in mortgage-backed securities class
actions. He was also part of a trial team that recovered $65 million from a healthcare services
company on the eve of trial, in an action alleging securities fraud under the Securities Exchange
Act of 1934. In addition, Mr. Harris achieved a $10 million recovery on behalf of damaged
investors in an oil company that allegedly overstated its oil production prospects in an initial
public offering. Mr. Harris was a member of the appellate team that won a landmark victory
before the United States Supreme Court in Omnicare, Inc. v. Laborers Dist. Council
Construction Industry Pension Fund, 135 S.Ct. 1318 (2015), which shaped and refined
securities issuers’ disclosure obligations under the Securities Act of 1933. He is currently
representing the petitioner in a complex case pending before the California Supreme Court,
which will determine the meaning of “insurance” under California law and the proper application
of the California Insurance Code to risk-related consumer transactions.
Mr. Harris graduated from the Boston University School of Law in 2012. While in law
school, Mr. Harris served as an editor of the Review of Banking & Financial Law, and as a
student-attorney in Boston University’s Criminal Practice Clinic. Mr. Harris was also selected as
a Legal Writing Fellow to assist in teaching first-year law students’ writing courses. Prior to law
school, he worked as an operations analyst and project manager for a leading e-discovery
services provider. Mr. Harris graduated magna cum laude from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
in 2006, with a Bachelor of Science degree in Mathematics and a concentration in Operations
Research.
Mr. Harris is admitted to practice in the State of California and in the United States
District Courts for the Northern, Southern, Central, and Eastern Districts of California, and in the
United States District Court for the Western District of Wisconsin.

TRENTON R. KASHIMA
Trenton R. Kashima joined Finkelstein & Krinsk LLP as an associate attorney in 2013
upon graduating from the University of San Diego School of Law. Mr. Kashima currently
specializes in consumer and wage and hour class actions. While at Finkelstein & Krinsk LLP,
Mr. Kashima lead discovery efforts in Hahn v. Massage Envy Franchising LLC, 3:12-cv-00153DMS-BGS (S.D. Cal.) in which Finkelstein & Krinsk LLP secured a multi-million dollar
settlement for consumers. Mr. Kashima also secured a RICO judgment in Underwood v. Future
FINKELSTEIN & KRINSK, LLP
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FINKELSTEIN & KRINSK LLP
ATTORNEYS AT LAW

Income Payments, LLC, No. 8:17-cv-01570 (C.D. Cal.), ending defendants’ practice of
defrauding military personnel and veterans out of their military personnel. Mr. Kashima further
litigated and was named class counsel in Krinsk v. Monster Beverage Corporation, at el., No. 372014-00020192 (San Diego Sup. Ct.), Clay et al. v. Cytosport, Inc., No. 3:15-cv-00165-L-DHB
(S.D. Cal.), and Terrando et al. v. Accredited Debt Relief et al., 37-2018-14181 (San Diego Sup.
Ct.).
Mr. Kashima also helped develop Finkelstein & Krinsk LLP’s appellate practice,
assisting in briefing and arguing Heckart v. A-1 Self Storage et al., No. S232322 (Cal. 2016),
before the California Supreme Court, as well as briefing and arguing Wiseley v. Amazon.com
Inc., No. 15-56799 (9th Cir. 2015), Hansen v. Newegg.com Americas, Inc., No. B271477 (Cal.
App. 2018), and Glass, et al. v. FMM Enterprises, et al., No. 18-55291 (9th Cir. 2019). In
addition to practicing law, Mr. Kashima is currently an Adjunct Professor at the University of
San Diego School of Law.
Prior to attending law school, Mr. Kashima was a student at the Maastricht University, in
the Netherlands, where he earned an LL.M. in Globalization and Law. During his time at
Maastricht University, Mr. Kashima was a Dutch National Semi-Finalist in the International
Client Counseling Competition. Mr. Kashima earned his Juris Doctorate from the University of
San Diego School of Law, where he was the Senior Editor of the San Diego Journal of Climate
and Energy Law, an Honor Court Justice, and President of the VICAM (Vis International
Commercial Arbitration Moot) team. During his time at USD School of Law, Mr. Kashima
earned CALI Awards in Agency, Partnership & the LLC, Climate Change Law & Policy, and
Anti-Trust. He also received the 2013 USD Enhancement Award.
Mr. Kashima was admitted to practice in the State of California on November 26, 2013.
Mr. Kashima is also admitted to practice in the United States District Courts for the Central,
Northern, and Southern Districts of California, and Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals.
JOHN J. NELSON
John J. Nelson joined Finkelstein & Krinsk LLP as an associate attorney in 2019 and
currently focuses on auto defect litigation and consumer focused remedies under California’s
Consumer Legal Remedies Act. Mr. Nelson also works on Fair Credit Reporting Act cases, data
breach and privacy protection matters, wage, hour, and discrimination cases, and other consumer
focused matters. Prior to joining the firm, Mr. Nelson worked on behalf of consumers to resolve
a variety of cases including labor code violations, real-estate fraud, construction defect, breach of
contract, and international business disputes. Mr. Nelson has litigated against major insurance
companies, international auto manufacturers, multinational distributors, and nation-wide
financial institutions. Mr. Nelson has also served as foreign companies’ and individuals’ U.S.
counsel for a variety of business and legal matters.
Mr. Nelson graduated from the University of San Diego School of Law in 2017. While a
student, Mr. Nelson was a member of the University of San Diego’s Ninth Circuit Appellate
FINKELSTEIN & KRINSK, LLP
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FINKELSTEIN & KRINSK LLP
ATTORNEYS AT LAW

Clinic where he worked as part of a team to draft initial and reply appellate briefs and was
selected to present oral arguments before a panel of Ninth Circuit Justices. Mr. Nelson was also a
member of the Vis International Commercial Arbitration Moot Competition team and was
awarded an honorable mention for the oralist award at the 2017 competition in Vienna, Austria.
Mr. Nelson also served as a law clerk for the U.S. Attorney’s Office Major Frauds Division in
the Southern District of California where he worked as a member of a trial team prosecuting a
complex, multi-defendant mortgage fraud case.
Mr. Nelson is admitted to practice in the State of California and in the United States
District Courts for the Central and Southern Districts of California.
For more information regarding the firm and a list of cases successfully prosecuted by the
firm, please contact:
FINKELSTEIN & KRINSK LLP
Carol L. Grace
Firm Administrator
550 West C Street, Suite 1760
San Diego, California 92101
Tel: 619/238-1333 Fax: 619/238-5425

FINKELSTEIN & KRINSK, LLP
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California
This Survey
Firm Size

2.3

Median Years in Practice

18.0

Concentration of Practice in Consumer Law

83.2

Primary Practice Area

Consumer Law

Secondary Practice Area

Bankruptcy

Median Number of Paralegals in Firm

1.0

Last Time Rate Change Occurred (months)

19.0

Median Paralegal Rate for All Paralegals

75

Average Attorney Rate for All Attorneys

465

25% Median Attorney Rate for All Attorneys

325

Median Attorney Rate for All Attorneys

450

75% Median Attorney Rate for All Attorneys

600

95% Median Attorney Rate for All Attorneys

725

Median Metropolitan Attorney Rate

450

Median Non-Metropolitan Attorney Rate

350

Median Attorney Rate in Northern Area of State

475

Median Attorney Rate in Southern Area of State

450

Median Attorney Rate in Eastern Area of State

475

Median Attorney Rate in Western Area of State

475

Median Attorney Rate in Central Area of State

463

UNITED STATES CONSUMER LAW SURVEY REPORT 2015-2016
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Median Rates for Practice Areas
25%
Median

Median

95%
Median

Attorneys Handling Bankruptcy Cases

300

350

625

Attorneys Handling Class Action Cases

450

513

725

Attorneys Handling Credit Rights Cases

350

450

725

Attorneys Handling Mortgage Cases

350

438

700

Attorneys Handling Vehicle Cases

400

463

700

Attorneys Handling TCPA Cases

400

450

700

Attorneys Handling Other Cases

350

425

725

Experience Variable Table
Years Practicing Consumer Law

Average Attorney Hourly Rate

<1

300

1-3

225

3-5

273

6-10

389

11-15

443

16-20

501

21-25

513

26-30

511

31-35

513

36-40

534

41+

625

UNITED STATES CONSUMER LAW SURVEY REPORT 2015-2016
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Specialty Variable Table
Percentage of Consumer Law Practice

Average Attorney Hourly Rate

100

496

90

519

80

414

70

520

60

510

50

458

Small Firm Size Variable Table
Years in Practice

Average Attorney Hourly Rate

<1

300

1-3

300

3-5

283

6-10

380

11-15

450

16-20

554

21-25

550

26-30

585

31-35

538

36-40

600

41+

625

UNITED STATES CONSUMER LAW SURVEY REPORT 2015-2016
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Large Firm Size Variable Table
Years in Practice

Average Attorney Hourly Rate

<1

300

1-3

275

3-5

300

6-10

391

11-15

454

16-20

537

21-25

550

26-30

613

31-35

582

36-40

625

41+

625

UNITED STATES CONSUMER LAW SURVEY REPORT 2015-2016
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA

Case No: 2:16-cv-00633-MRH
KIM CARTER, ASHLEY GENNOCK,
KENNETH HARRISON, JENNA
KASKORKIS, and DANIEL STYSLINGER,
individually and on behalf of all others similarly DECLARATION OF GARY F. LYNCH IN
situated,
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION FOR
ATTORNEYS’ FEES AND EXPENSES, AND
Plaintiffs,
FOR REPRESENTATIVE PLAINTIFFS’
v.
SERVICE PAYMENTS
GENERAL NUTRITION CENTERS, INC., a
Filed Electronically
Delaware Corporation, GENERAL HOLDINGS,
INC., a Delaware Corporation,
Defendants.

I, Gary F. Lynch, declare under penalty of perjury, pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746 and
based on my own personal knowledge and, where indicated as based on information and belief,
that the following statements are true:
1.

I am a licensed attorney in good standing in Pennsylvania and New York. I am a

founding member of the law firm of Carlson Lynch LLP (“Carlson Lynch” or the “Firm”), and
designated by the Court as Class Counsel in the above-captioned matter. I respectfully submit
this declaration in support of Plaintiffs’ Motion for Attorneys’ Fees and Expenses, and for
Representative Plaintiffs’ Service Payments.
2.

My Firm has actively participated in all aspects of the litigation of this matter.

The tasks undertaken by my Firm include, but are not limited to: factual investigation and
analysis in connection with drafting the initial and consolidated complaints, conducting
extensive discovery, preparing case management statements, attending case management
hearings, participating in telephone conferences with co-Class Counsel to discuss case strategy
1
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and assignment of tasks, participating in mediation and extensive settlement discussions,
drafting and revising the Settlement Agreement and all of its exhibits, drafting and revising the
Motion for Preliminary Approval, and drafting the concurrently filed Motion for Attorneys’
Fees and Expenses.
3.

Also working with Carlson Lynch were attorneys and staff at co-Class Counsel’s

law firms, Ahdoot & Wolfson, PC, Finkelstein & Krinsk LLP, Barbat, Mansour & Suciu PLLC,
and Nathan & Associates, APC.
SUMMARY OF THE LITIGATION AND SETTLEMENT NEGOTIATIONS
4.

The Settlement resolves three separate lawsuits filed by Representative Plaintiffs

against GNC under the captions Kaskorkis v. General Nutrition Centers, Inc. and General
Holdings, Inc., No. 3:16-cv-00990-WQH-AGS (S.D. Cal.) (“Karkorkis”), Gennock v. General
Nutrition Centers, Inc. et al., Case No. 2:16-cv-00633-MRH (W.D. Pa.) (“Gennock”), and
Harrison v. General Nutrition Centers, Inc. et al., Case No. 3:16-cv-03086-WQH-AGS (S.D.
Cal.) (“Harrison”).
5.

The complaint in Gennock was filed on May 16, 2016. Gennock, ECF No. 1.

GNC answered on August 1, 2016. Id. ECF No. 1. Thereafter, the parties exchanged initial
disclosures, and Plaintiffs served discovery requests on GNC, including eleven interrogatories
and eighteen requests for document production. Defendants responded to the requests and began
producing documents, including large excel spreadsheets containing pertinent sales records.
Thereafter, the parties in Gennock commenced settlement negotiations and eventually stayed the
action pending such negotiations and eventually a settlement in principle, as described below.
6.

On June 24, 2019, Representative Plaintiffs filed their consolidated class action

complaint against GNC in Gennock. ECF No. 62. The consolidated complaint alleges that GNC

2
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falsely advertised discounts on their website, www.GNC.com.
7.

The Parties engaged in vigorous litigation for over three years, conducted

extensive formal and informal discovery, which included securing a sample of the transaction
information from GNC’s website that enabled Class Counsel to weigh the likely success of
Plaintiffs’ claims and estimate individual damages associated with Plaintiffs’ claims, and
engaged in substantial motion practice. This necessary work also allowed Class Counsel to
formulate a litigation strategy aimed at obtaining meaningful relief for the Settlement Class as
efficiently as possible.
8.

Before entering into the Settlement, Class Counsel conducted a thorough

examination, investigation, and evaluation of the relevant law, facts, and allegations to assess
the merits of the claims and potential claims to determine the strength of liability, potential
remedies, and all defenses thereto.
9.

The Parties engaged in mediation in Pittsburgh, PA with third party neutral

Carole Katz in December 2016, and again in July 2017. For the July 2017 mediation session,
Plaintiffs’ counsel in Kaskorkis joined the mediation and the negotiations merged into an effort
to reach global resolution of all pending litigation.
10.

Class Counsel and GNC’s counsel vigorously advocated their respective clients’

positions during settlement negotiations, and were prepared to proceed to the class certification,
summary judgment, and trial phases if no settlement was reached.
11.

These mediations did not result in immediate settlement, but the Parties

continued with extensive good faith, and arm’s length negotiations spanning a number of
months, with the assistance of mediator Katz, until a settlement in principle was reached.
Although the Parties reached an agreement in principle, several details of the Settlement

3
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remained unresolved. Thereafter, the Parties engaged in further months-long negotiations with
respect to the Settlement Agreement and its many exhibits, and the plan for Class Notice. These
negotiations involved lengthy discussions regarding every provision of the Settlement
Agreement, including the structure of the Settlement itself and the method of distribution of
Settlement benefits.
12.

Plaintiffs also requested bids from a number of settlement administrators and

based on such bids, the Parties agreed upon the Angeion Group to serve as the Settlement
Administrator. The Notice Plan and each document comprising the Class Notice were
negotiated and further refined by both Parties to ensure that these materials were clear,
straightforward, and understandable by Class Members.
13.

After a lengthy process that led to finalization of the Settlement, Class Counsel

prepared and filed Plaintiffs’ Motion for Preliminary Approval of Class Action Settlement,
which included supporting documents, declarations, and exhibits.
14.

After the Court preliminarily approved the Settlement on September 9, 2019, the

Parties continued to work with the Settlement Administrator to supervise dissemination of
Notice to Class Members. These efforts included review and drafting of the language and
format of the Settlement Website, the script for the automated response to the toll-free number,
the language and format of the Notice forms, monitoring exclusion requests and objections, and
ensuring prompt response to each and every Class Member inquiry regarding the Settlement.
15.

Other litigation-related work performed by Class Counsel throughout this

litigation included, inter alia: meetings, emails, phone calls between attorneys and staff at Class
Counsel’s law firms, and numerous conference calls and correspondence between Class
Counsel and defense counsel; regularly communicating with Representative Plaintiffs regarding

4
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case developments, discovery, and litigation strategy; preparing case management statements
and attending case management hearings.
16.

Throughout the litigation, each of the Representative Plaintiffs did everything

they could to represent the interests of the Settlement Class. They have demonstrated their
adequacy in selecting well-qualified Class Counsel, monitoring the litigation, and participating
in discovery.
HOURS AND EXPENSES
17.

Class Counsel, in Plaintiffs’ Motion for Attorneys’ Fees and Expenses, and for

Representative Plaintiffs’ Service Payments, filed concurrently herewith, have applied for
attorneys’ fees and expenses not to exceed $1,500,000 (25% of the Settlement Fund).
18.

This amount was not discussed between the Parties until after they agreed on the

material terms of the Settlement.
19.

The hours submitted by my Firm, from the inception of this action through

October 30, 2019, total 261.5. The lodestar, during the same period, totals $155,847.50.
20.

This declaration is supported by the accounting records and related material

maintained by my Firm and documented in the ordinary course of business. The information
was assembled and prepared by my staff and reviewed by me. During my review, I exercised
billing judgment and reduced or excluded certain time entries and certain expenses. For
instance, my firm’s submission excludes all time spent preparing the Motion for Attorneys’
Fees and related documents, and excludes all time spent assembling time and expense records. I
believe the Firm’s lodestar, and the expenses for which reimbursement is sought, are reasonable
in amount and were necessary for the effective and efficient prosecution of this action. I also
believe that the expenses submitted are of a type normally charged to and paid by fee-paying

5
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clients.
21.

Attached as Exhibit A is a summary of the time spent by the Firm’s attorneys

and professional staff support staff in prosecuting this action. Exhibit A includes a lodestar
calculation, which was determined by multiplying hours recorded by current hourly rates. For
personnel no longer employed by my Firm, the lodestar calculation is based on what their
hourly rates would be today based on the positions they held in the final year of employment
with my Firm. Exhibit A was prepared from daily time records regularly prepared and
maintained by my Firm and are available upon the request.
22.

The hourly billing rates established by my Firm for attorneys and staff are our

current rates, based on our review of rates that have been accepted by courts in other complex
or class action litigation of a similar nature. The billing rates exclude items of expenses, which
were recorded separately and are set forth in Exhibit B.
23.

Exhibit B sets forth the total expenses submitted by my Firm, from the inception

of this action through October 30, 2019, and total $7,705.77.
24.

The expenses in this declaration are reflected in the Firm’s accounting records

maintained and held by the Firm. The expenses were prepared from vouchers, receipts, check
records, and other source material and are an accurate record of the expenses.
FIRM EXPERIENCE
25.

Carlson Lynch was founded in 2004 as Carlson Lynch LTD. The firm was

restructured and renamed Carlson Lynch Sweet & Kilpela, LLP in 2014. An additional named
partner was added in 2016 and the firm was renamed Carlson Lynch Sweet Kilpela &
Carpenter, LLP. The name was shortened to Carlson Lynch, LLP in 2019.
26.

Prior to my involvement in my current firm, I was a partner at Lynch & Kunkel

6
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LLP and Gary F. Lynch, P.C. I began my legal career as an associate at Reed Smith, LLP
(formerly Reed Smith Shaw & McClay) in 1989, after graduating from the University of
Pittsburgh School of Law.
27.

Throughout my career (since leaving Reed Smith), my law practice has focused

on representing plaintiffs in complex civil litigation. For the last several years, I have spent the
bulk of my professional time representing individual and institutional plaintiffs in class action
and multi-district litigation throughout the country and am currently serving or have served as
lead, co-lead, or in other leadership positions in numerous federal and state class actions and
multidistrict proceedings, including: In re Equifax, Inc. Customer Data Security Breach Litig.,
MDL 2800 (N.D. Ga.) (appointed co-lead MDL counsel on behalf of financial institution
plaintiffs); In re Home Depot Data Breach Litigation, 1:14-md-2583 (N.D. Ga.) (appointed colead MDL counsel on behalf of financial institution plaintiffs); In re Target Stores Data Breach
Litigation, 0:14-md-02522 (D. Minn.) (appointed to overall executive committee in a large
consolidated MDL stemming from the retailer’s 2013 data breach, final approval granted to two
settlements); Dittman et al v. UPMC et al, 196 A.3d 1096 (Pa. 2018) (Allegheny Cty., Pa. No.
GD-14-003285) (lead counsel on behalf of plaintiffs after obtaining reversal in the
Pennsylvania Supreme Court); In re FedLoan Student Loan Servicing Litigation, 2:18-md02833-CDJ (E.D. Pa.) (appointed MDL colead counsel); and First Choice Federal Credit
Union v. The Wendy’s Company et al, 2:16-cv-506 (W.D. Pa.) (co-lead counsel representing
financial institutions in payment card data breach litigation against restaurant chain; a proposed
class settlement received preliminary approval in early 2019).
28.

A copy of the Firm resume, which describes my qualifications and experience

litigating complex and class actions, is attached as Exhibit C.

7
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EXHIBIT A
Name

Title

Hours

Rate/Hour

Total Fees

Gary Lynch

P

154.7

$725.00

$112,157.50

Kelly Iverson

P

0.2

$600.00

$120.00

Jamisen Etzel

A

20.8

$550.00

$11,440.00

Elizabeth Pollock-Avery

A

11.9

$550.00

$6,545.00

Kevin Abramowicz

A

72.2

$350.00

$25,270.00

Jon Romanishin

PL

0.70

$200.00

$140.00

Daniel Hart

PL

1.0

$175.00

$175.00

TOTALS
Partner
Associate
Paralegal

261.5
(P)
(A)
(PL)

1

$155,847.50
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EXHIBIT B
EXPENSE

AMOUNT

Filing Fee

$400

Service of Process

$65.00

Mediation

$3,400.00

Mediation

$3,840.77

TOTAL

$7,705.77

1
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EXHIBIT C

CARLSON LYNCH LLP
FIRM RESUME
OCTOBER 2019
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CARLSON LYNCH LLP
FIRM SUMMARY
For the last decade, the attorneys of Carlson Lynch LLP (“Carlson Lynch”) have litigated
complex class-action matters involving financial fraud (including securities fraud, derivative
actions, and mortgage fraud), antitrust, data breach, privacy, consumer fraud, labor and
employment, disability access, and wage and hour laws, in federal and state courts throughout the
country. Litigation prosecuted by Carlson Lynch has resulted in substantial monetary recoveries
and injunctive benefits on behalf of class members, described in more detail below. In addition,
Carlson Lynch cases have generated seminal legal authority in both trial and appellate courts.
Carlson Lynch was founded in 2004 by Bruce Carlson and Gary Lynch, who started the
firm to merge and build upon their collective experiences litigating complex class action matters.
In 2014, Carlson Lynch expanded its practice and scope through the addition of named partner Ed
Kilpela. In 2015, the firm continued to grow with the addition of partner Todd Carpenter, who
manages Carlson Lynch’s San Diego office. Continuing its growth, in 2019, the firm added
Katrina Carroll, who manages Carlson Lynch’s Chicago office and brings valuable experience in
some of the country’s most complicated class actions.
Carlson Lynch is currently involved in several high-profile multi-district litigation
proceedings. For example, Gary Lynch serves as co-lead counsel for financial institution plaintiffs
in In re Equifax, Inc. Customer Data Security Breach Litig., MDL 2800 (N.D. Ga.), which involves
the 2017 Equifax data breach, believed by many to be the largest and most damaging data breach
to date. Mr. Lynch’s appointment in Equifax follows his successful leadership roles in In re Home
Depot Customer Data Security Breach Litigation, MDL 2583 (N.D. Ga.) (co-lead counsel for
financial institution plaintiffs) and in In re Target Corporation Customer Data Security Breach
Litigation, MDL 2522 (D. Minn.) (counsel for financial institution plaintiffs and executive
committee member for the overall MDL). Both cases were also considered to be among the most
significant data breach lawsuits at the time, and each case resulted in substantial settlements after
the plaintiffs prevailed on critical pre-trial motions. Mr. Lynch also serves as co-lead counsel in
First Choice Federal Credit Union v. The Wendy’s Company et al, 2:16-cv-0506, (W.D. Pa.), a
case brought by financial institutions against the fast food chain for a 2015 data breach
compromising customers’ credit card information.
Carlson Lynch represents plaintiffs in numerous additional consolidated and individual
class actions, described in more detail below.
NOTABLE CASES
WAGE AND HOUR LITIGATION
Verma v. 3001 Castor Inc., (E.D. Pa.). As co-class counsel, Carlson Lynch won a $4.5 million
jury verdict in 2018 for misclassified workers at a Philadelphia nightclub. The claims were brought
under the FLSA and Pennsylvania Minimum Wage Act. The trial verdict was fully affirmed by
the Third Circuit in August 2019.
2
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Gardner v. Country Club, Inc., (D.S.C.). Carlson Lynch served as class counsel for a class and
collective action of hundreds of misclassified workers at a nightclub in Myrtle Beach, South
Carolina who brought claims under the FLSA and South Carolina Payment of Wages Act. A $1.5
million class settlement was given final approval by the district court in 2019.
Herron v. Investment Professionals Inc. (W.D. Pa.). Carlson Lynch secured a $450,000
settlement for 12 financial advisors who were misclassified by a financial services company and
consequently did not receive overtime compensation. The settlement was approved in February
2018.
Herzfeld v. 1416 Chancellor Inc. (E.D. Pa.). Carlson Lynch is class counsel for a litigationcertified Rule 23 class and FLSA collective of more than 100 nightclub entertainers alleging
misclassification and violations of the FLSA and Pennsylvania wage and hour laws. A settlement
for a total amount of $415,000 was reached and granted preliminary approval in January 2018.
Final approval was granted following a fairness hearing in June 2018.
Correll v. One Three Five, Inc. (W.D. Pa.). Carlson Lynch was class counsel for a class of several
hundred nightclub performers who alleged that they were misclassified by the club’s owner as
independent contractors, resulting in violations of the Fair Labor Standards Act and Pennsylvania
state wage laws. A class settlement was granted final approval in 2016 and provided $815,000 in
total relief for the class.
Gualano v. Abercrombie & Fitch Stores, Inc., (W.D. Pa). Carlson Lynch was co-lead counsel in
this wage and hour litigation alleging that defendant retail clothier was violating federal and state
minimum wage laws. Following the fairness hearing in early 2005, where a multi-state settlement
was presented to the Court for approval, the Court entered Findings of Fact and Conclusions of
Law addressing lead counsels’ adequacy as follows:
“The Court finds the plaintiffs’ counsel, Bruce Carlson and Gary Lynch, are
experienced class counsel and that they have met all of the requirements of Rule
23(g)(1)(B) and (C). Consistent with the underlying purpose of Fed. R. Civ. P. 23,
plaintiffs’ counsel have achieved, with utmost efficiency, a quality result for the
entire class and are commended for the diligence and effective advocacy they have
displayed on behalf of their clients.”
Pasci v. Express, LLC, (W.D. Pa.). This case was similar to the Abercrombie case discussed above
and proceeded to a fairness hearing in November 2004, where a multi-state settlement was
presented to the Court for approval. Regarding the adequacy of Carlson Lynch, the Court issued
Findings and Conclusions stating:
“With respect to the adequacy of counsel, the Court finds that class counsel have
capably and vigorously represented the class. Bruce Carlson and Gary Lynch have
substantial experience in class-based litigation involving consumer fraud and
employment claims . . . . Class counsel achieved an efficient and excellent result on
behalf of the class.”
3
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Dwight v. American Eagle Outfitters, Inc., (C.P., Allegheny County, Pennsylvania). Carlson
Lynch was lead counsel in this class action alleging that American Eagle violated the minimum
wage laws. The parties negotiated a multi-state settlement, which was approved by the trial court.
The settlement proceeds have been distributed to the class.
Tarlecki v. Bebe Stores, Inc., (N.D. Cal.). Carlson Lynch was co-lead counsel in this wage and
hour litigation alleging that defendant retail clothier was violating federal and state minimum wage
laws. Final approval of a class settlement was approved following a fairness hearing in 2009.
Dykeman v. Charming Shoppes, Inc., (Sup. Ct., King County, Washington). Carlson Lynch was
co-lead counsel in this case alleging violations of the Washington state minimum wage laws. After
the Court denied defendants’ motion to dismiss and granted plaintiffs’ class certification motion,
the parties reached a mediated settlement which was approved by the trial judge. The settlement
proceeds were distributed to the class in early spring of 2007. Carlson Lynch was also co-lead
counsel in a related case in state court in California on behalf of a class of California Charming
Shoppes Employees. The parties in that case negotiated a proposed settlement, and final approval
was granted following a fairness hearing in May 2008.
Battaline v. Advest, (W.D. Pa.). Carlson Lynch was lead counsel for plaintiffs in this wage and
hour class action alleging that defendant stock brokerage company violated state overtime laws.
After Defendant filed its answer and substantial informal and formal discovery ensued, the parties
participated in mediation and reached an agreement regarding a proposed national settlement. The
settlement was approved in 2008.
Ellis v. Edward Jones, (N.D. Ohio). Carlson Lynch chaired the Plaintiffs’ Leadership Committee
in this wage and hour class action alleging that defendant stock brokerage company violated
federal and state overtime laws. After Defendant filed an answer and after significant discovery
wherein Defendant produced in excess of 500,000 pages of documents and hundreds of videotapes,
the parties commenced mediation to pursue a potential global settlement. The first mediation,
which occurred in Atlanta in March 2007, was unsuccessful. Ultimately, the parties participated
in a second mediation in San Francisco, at which the parties arrived at the basic terms of a proposed
settlement pursuant to which class members from multiple states received in excess of
$19,000,000. After a fairness hearing on January 5, 2009, the Court granted final approval of the
settlement.
Byers v. PNC Financial Services Group, Inc., (W.D. Pa.). Carlson Lynch was lead plaintiff’s
counsel in this wage and hour class action alleging that defendant stock brokerage company
violated federal and state overtime laws. A multi-state settlement was approved following a
fairness hearing in June 2008.
Steen v. A.G. Edwards, Inc., (S.D. Cal.). Carlson Lynch was co-class counsel for plaintiff in this
wage and hour litigation alleging that defendant stock brokerage company violated federal and
state overtime laws. A mediated national class-based settlement has been reached and preliminary
approval has been granted. A fairness hearing was held on August 31, 2009 in Los Angeles, after
which the Court entered an Order granting final approval of the settlement.
4
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Meola v. AXA Financial, Inc., (N.D. Cal.). Carlson Lynch was co-class counsel for plaintiff in
this wage and hour litigation alleging that defendant financial services company violated federal
and state overtime laws. A mediated national class-based settlement was negotiated in this matter,
and final approval was granted following a fairness hearing in the fall of 2009.
In re St. Francis Health System, (C.P., Allegheny County Pennsylvania). Carlson Lynch was
counsel for the class in connection with this wage and hour litigation on behalf of certain former
employees of the St. Francis Health System in Pittsburgh. Plaintiff asserted that the class was
deprived of severance benefits when St. Francis Health System was acquired by another hospital
group in Western Pennsylvania. Prior to the disposition of Plaintiff’s class certification motion,
the parties engaged in extensive mediation before reaching a class-based settlement.
Haag v. Janney Montgomery Scott, (E.D. Pa.). Carlson Lynch was a member of the three firm
Executive Committee in this wage and hour class action alleging that defendant stock brokerage
company violated federal and state overtime laws. After protracted litigation and two separate
mediations, the parties reached a multi-state settlement. A fairness hearing was conducted in
Philadelphia on June 30, 2009, where Gary Lynch appeared on behalf of the class. Following the
hearing, the Court granted final approval of the settlement.
Steinberg v. Morgan Stanley & Co., (S.D. Cal.). Carlson Lynch was co-class counsel for plaintiff
in this wage and hour litigation alleging that defendant stock brokerage company violated federal
and state overtime laws. A mediated national class-based settlement was reached, and final
approval of the settlement has been granted.
Ramsey v. Ryan Beck, Inc. (S.D.N.Y.). Carlson Lynch was co-class counsel in this wage and
hour class action alleging that defendant stock brokerage company violated federal and state
overtime laws. After protracted litigation, the parties reached a multi-state settlement, and final
approval was granted in June 2010.
Kniess v. Heritage Valley Health Systems, Inc., (C.P., Allegheny County, Pennsylvania). Carlson
Lynch was lead counsel in this wage and hour class action alleging that the defendant hospital
system failed to pay overtime compensation to its nurse practitioners and physician’s assistants.
The parties reached a mediated class settlement whereby class members received the majority of
the back pay alleged by Carlson Lynch.
Leadbitter v. The Washington Hospital, Inc., (W.D. Pa.). Carlson Lynch was lead counsel in this
wage and hour class action alleging the defendant hospital system failed to pay overtime
compensation to its nurse practitioners and physician’s assistants. The parties reached a mediated
class settlement whereby class members will be eligible to receive the majority of the back pay
alleged by Carlson Lynch, and the settlement has received final approval from the Court.
Career Education Corporation Misclassification Litigation, (W.D. Pa.). In early 2011, Carlson
Lynch filed a putative collective action on behalf of admissions representatives employed by
culinary schools operated by Career Education Corporation. Carlson Lynch alleged that these
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individuals were misclassified and improperly denied overtime benefits. A class settlement was
negotiated and final approval of the settlement was granted in December 2011.
Atrium Centers, LLC Automatic Meal Break Deduction Litigation, (N.D. Ohio). Carlson Lynch
was lead counsel in this collective action on behalf of hourly health care workers (primarily nurses)
alleging improper pay practices in connection with automatic meal break deductions. After the
court granted Plaintiffs’ motion for conditional certification of a collective action under the FLSA,
extensive discovery ensued. Following the close of discovery in the fall of 2012, the Parties
engaged in mediation with a former United States Magistrate Judge and reached an agreement to
settle the case on a collective basis. The settlement was approved by the court in December 2012,
and the settlement proceeds have been distributed.
Northwestern Memorial Healthcare Automatic Meal Break Deduction Litigation, (N.D. Ill.),
Carlson Lynch was lead counsel in this collective/class action on behalf of hourly health care
workers (primarily nurses) alleging improper pay practices in connection with automatic meal
break deductions. After extensive discovery and the denial of Defendant’s motion for summary
judgment, the Parties reached a mediated class settlement in the fall of 2012. In December 2013,
the Court granted final approval of the settlement, and the settlement proceeds have been
distributed to the class.
Crozer-Keystone Health System Overtime Litigation, (E.D. Pa.), Carlson Lynch filed a putative
collective action against Crozer-Keystone Health System in the Eastern District of Pennsylvania.
The Complaint challenged pay practices related to nurse practitioners and/or physicians’ assistants.
The plaintiffs in these cases allege that they were illegally being denied overtime compensation by
their employers. After discovery, the Parties filed cross motions for summary judgment. In a
widely reported opinion issued on January 4, 2011, the Court granted Plaintiffs’ motion for
summary judgment, holding that Defendant had misclassified individuals in Plaintiff’s job
positions. Defendant’s motion for reconsideration of the federal court’s summary judgment
decision was denied in a twenty-one page opinion and order issued on August 15, 2011. Following
mediation, the settlement of this case was approved in August 2012.
FINANCIAL FRAUD
Rescap Bankruptcy, (S.D.N.Y. Bkr.). On November 27, 2013, the Bankruptcy Court in the
Southern District of New York granted final approval of a class settlement on behalf of in excess
of 45,000 residential mortgage borrowers. Carlson Lynch is co-lead counsel for the class. The
settlement is for an allowed claim amount of $300 million dollars. There is a guaranteed payout
of approximately $36 million dollars. The debtor assigned its insurance rights to the class and
insurance will potentially cover the difference between the $36 million dollar guaranteed payout
and the allowed claim amount of $300 million. Upon signing the Order granting final confirmation
of the bankruptcy plan, the judge stated that this was the most factually and legally complex matter
that he had presided over since taking the bench.
CitiMortgage SCRA Litigation, (S.D.N.Y.). Carlson Lynch was tri-lead counsel in this class
action against CitiMortgage on behalf of Sergeant Jorge Rodriguez in the Southern District of New
York. This case alleges that CitiMortgage improperly foreclosed upon Mr. Rodriguez’s home (and
6
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the homes of similarly situated individuals) while he was serving his country in Iraq, in violation
of the Servicemembers Civil Relief Act. The case settled on a class basis, securing a total recovery
of $38.2 million. Court granted final approval of the settlement in October 2015.
Pitts v. NovaStar Home Loans, Inc. et al., (S.D., Ga.). Carlson Lynch was co-lead counsel for
plaintiffs in this national RESPA class action. The Southern District of Georgia was the MDL
court for this litigation. After the Court denied defendant’s motion to dismiss, after the Court
denied defendants’ motion for summary judgment and granted plaintiffs’ motion for class
certification in a related Maryland state court action – where Carlson Lynch was also co-lead
counsel -- and after extensive discovery including the video depositions of several of defendants’
top executives, the parties participated in multiple mediation sessions and ultimately arrived at a
national cash settlement on behalf of class members for $17.3 million.
In re Community Bank of Northern Virginia and Guaranty National Bank of Tallahassee
Secondary Mortgage Loan Litigation, (W.D. Pa./3d Cir.). Carlson Lynch was co-lead class
counsel in this national litigation on behalf of second mortgage borrowers under the Real Estate
Settlement Procedures Act. The class was certified by the district court and affirmed by the Third
Circuit, 795 F.3d 380 (2015). A class settlement was finalized in early 2017 and obtained a total
recovery of $24 million.
Kahrer v. Ameriquest Mortgage Co., (W.D. Pa./MDL N.D. Ill.). Carlson Lynch was counsel for
plaintiff in connection with this consolidated group of class actions alleging the existence of a
kick-back scheme in violation of RESPA, along with numerous other unfair lending practices. The
specific case being handled by Carlson Lynch created new law under RESPA. Specifically,
Carlson Lynch filed this action as a test case to challenge what they viewed as a negative trend in
the law regarding how federal trial courts were determining whether a consumer has standing to
sue under RESPA, as well as the manner in which damages are calculated under RESPA. Every
prior federal trial court to consider these issues had sided with defendants. In opposing the
Ameriquest motion to dismiss that was filed in this case, Carlson Lynch argued that these other
federal trial courts had fundamentally misinterpreted the legislative history of RESPA in their
decisions to dismiss the prior cases. In a seminal decision, the United States District Court for the
Western District of Pennsylvania departed from the holdings issued by these other federal courts
and agreed with the arguments of Carlson Lynch, denying the motion to dismiss. See Kahrer v.
Ameriquest Mortgage Co., 418 F.Supp.2d 748 (W.D. Pa. 2006) (Hay, J.). Multiple federal courts
of appeal have adopted the Kahrer reasoning, including at least the Sixth and Third Circuits. This
case was ultimately settled as part of MDL proceedings against Ameriquest in the Northern District
of Illinois, and final approval of the settlement was granted.
Bannon v. First One Lending, Inc., (C.P., Allegheny County, Pennsylvania). Carlson Lynch was
co-lead counsel in this class action filed on behalf of Pennsylvania second mortgage loan
borrowers alleging that they were charged excessive settlement fees in violation of the
Pennsylvania Secondary Mortgage Loan Act. After the court denied defendant’s motion to
dismiss, the case ultimately settled and plaintiffs and the class were refunded 100% of the alleged
overcharges.
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EFTA Litigation. Beginning in late 2010, Carlson Lynch filed putative class actions on behalf of
consumers in more than fifteen federal courts under the Electronic Fund Transfer Act. These cases
alleged that various automated-teller machine (“ATM”) operators (primarily financial institutions)
violated mandatory ATM fee disclosure requirements, and therefore were not permitted to impose
transaction fees on ATM users at their machines. Motions to dismiss were granted in two cases
based upon EFTA’s statutory safe harbor provision, and Carlson Lynch appealed the dismissals to
the Third Circuit. The Third Circuit agreed with Carlson Lynch and reversed the orders granting
the motions to dismiss, and both of those cases were remanded for further proceedings, eventually
settling on a class basis. Class settlements were negotiated in at least twenty-five additional cases,
with others settling on an individual basis.
CONSUMER PROTECTION/PRODUCTS LIABILITY
Morrow v. Ann Inc., 16-cv-3340 (S.D.N.Y.). Carlson Lynch was co-class counsel in a case
alleging deceptive pricing practices by a major national retail chain. After plaintiffs overcame a
motions to dismiss, the case settled for $6.1 million worth of class benefits. The settlement was
approved in April 2018.
Luca v. Wyndham Hotel Group, LLC, 2:16-cv-746 (W.D. Pa.). Carlson Lynch is co-lead counsel
in a class action against the Wyndham hotel companies for violations of New Jersey consumer
protection statutes. Plaintiffs allege that Wyndham’s websites deceptively mask the resort fees
charged at certain hotels and force patrons to agree to illegal terms and conditions. In 2017,
plaintiffs defeated a motion to dismiss filed by two of the primary operating subsidiaries, and the
case is currently in the discovery phase.
In re McCormick & Company, Inc., Pepper Products Marketing and Sales Practices Litig.,
MDL No. 2665 (D.D.C.). Carlson Lynch represents consumers who allege that they were misled
by McCormick & Company’s practice of “slack-filling” its opaque ground pepper containers. The
case was consolidated before the Hon. Ellen Segal Huvelle in December 2015.
Robert Brown, et al. v. Electrolux Home Products, Inc., d/b/a Frigidaire, No. 15-11455 (11th
Cir.). In July 2015, Carlson Lynch attorneys co-authored a brief on behalf of Public Justice, P.C.;
the National Association of Consumer Advocates; U.S. PIRG (United States Public Interest
Research Group); Consumer Action; and the Consumer Federation of California, appearing as
amici curiae to the Eleventh Circuit and arguing in support of affirmance of a district court’s
certification of a class of purchasers of defective washing machines.
Kobylanski v. Motorola Mobility, Inc., et al., No. 2:13-cv-1181 (W.D. Pa.). Carlson Lynch
represented purchasers of MOTOACTV wearable fitness devices who alleged that the devices,
although marketed as “sweat-proof” and “rain-resistant,” were in fact susceptible to damage from
even slight amounts of moisture. A settlement was reached which provided for full refunds for
class members who had previously submitted a claim for water damage to Motorola but were
denied a repair or replacement, and additional forms of relief for class members who had not
previously complained of water damage. The settlement was approved in October 2014.
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Quinn et al. v. Walgreen Co., Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., Supervalu, Inc., and Perrigo Company of
South Carolina, Inc., No. 7:12-cv-8187 (S.D.N.Y.). Carlson Lynch served as co-lead counsel on
behalf of purchasers of glucosamine/chondroitin products manufactured by Perrigo and sold by
various retailers. A settlement was reached in 2014 which provided for a total settlement fund of
$2.8 million and provided for full or partial refunds to class members who submitted valid claims.
Final approval was granted in March 2015.
In re Nutramax Cosamin Marketing and Sales Practices Litigation – MDL No. 2498, (D. Md.).
Carlson Lynch represented several plaintiffs in nationwide litigation regarding Nutramax’s false
and misleading marketing of glucosamine/chondroitin supplements, which multiple studies have
determined to be without efficacy for the conditions they purport to treat. After the cases were
consolidated for pre-trial proceedings, Carlson Lynch partner Ed Kilpela was appointed to the
Executive Committee overseeing the litigation.
In re Wireless Phone Equipment Replacement Insurance Litigation, (C.P. Allegheny County,
Pennsylvania). Carlson Lynch was lead counsel in this national litigation alleging consumer fraud
in connection with wireless phone equipment replacement insurance. Following the fairness
hearing in November 2004, the Court entered Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law which
commented on the adequacy of Carlson Lynch as lead counsel as follows:
“Class counsel have abundant experience as lead counsel in consumer class action
litigation. Indeed, class counsel have frequently appeared before this Court. Other
courts have routinely recognized class counsels’ adequacy . . . . This Court readily
agrees with these other courts, and finds that Bruce Carlson and Gary Lynch are
more than adequate counsel, and indeed are capable and diligent class action
attorneys.”
The settlement was approved and the settlement proceeds were distributed to the class.
Mednick v. Precor, Inc., No. 14-cv-03624 (N.D. Ill.): Prior to joining Carlson Lynch, Katrina
Carroll served as court-appointed Co-Lead Counsel in this products liability matter where
Plaintiffs defeated a contested class certification motion and obtained class certification for a
multi-state consumer class. Ms. Carroll was instrumental in negotiating a class settlement
providing meaningful relief for class members shortly thereafter, for which the Court recently
issued final approval.
Bishop et al. v. Behr Process Corp. et al., No. 1:17-cv-4464 (N.D. Ill.): Carlson Lynch partner
Katrina Carroll currently serves as court-appointed Co-Lead Counsel in this national products
liability class action matter relating to defective deck paint. Carlson Lynch’s efforts resulted in a
substantial settlement for the class, which has been finally approved by the Court and is currently
being administered.
Duncan Place Owner’s Ass’n. v. Danze, Inc. et al., No. 1:15-cv-01662 (N.D. Ill.): Carlson Lynch
currently serves as one of two counsel in leadership roles in this products liability class action, and
has recently prevailed in the Seventh Circuit in reversing an adverse summary judgment ruling.
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In re Rust-Oleum Restore Marketing, Sales Practices and Prods. Liab. Litig. No. 1:15-cv-1364
(N.D. Ill.): In this sprawling products liability MDL relating to defective deck resurfacing
products, Katrina Carroll, prior to joining Carlson Lynch, was instrumental in negotiating a $9.3
million settlement providing meaningful relief to consumers, which received final approval in
March of 2017 by the Honorable Amy J. St. Eve of the United States District Court for the Northern
District of Illinois, now a sitting Justice of the Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit. Over the
course of the litigation, among other things, the court resolved an extremely challenging motion
to dismiss substantially in plaintiffs’ favor, issuing a sixty-page opinion, oft-cited in warranty and
consumer fraud class actions across the country. Ms. Carroll oversaw the plaintiffs’ briefing on
that motion.
Additional Consumer Protection/Product Liability Cases. In addition to the foregoing, Carlson
Lynch represents plaintiffs in several other similar pending data consumer production/product
liability actions, including:









Friend v. FGF Brands (USA), Inc. et al., No. 1:18-cv-7644 (N.D. Ill.)
Kenney et al. v. American Board of Internal Medicine, No. 18-cv-5260 (E.D. Pa.)
Nicholas v. Wayfair, Inc., et al., No. 1:19-cv-01974 (E.D.N.Y.)
Keith, et al. v. Ferring Pharmaceuticals, Inc., et al., No. 1:15-cv-10381 (N.D. Ill.)
In re JP Morgan Chase Mortgage Modification Litig., No. 1:11-md-2290 (D. Mass.)
In re Tenet Healthcare Corp. Securities Litig., No. 02-cv-8462-RSWL (C.D. Cal.)
State of New Jersey and its Div. of Investment v. Sprint Corp. et al., No. 2:03-cv-2071 (D. Kan.)
Sacchi et al. v. United Continental Holdings, et al., No. L 2018-CH-3805, (1st Dist. Cook County,
Ill.)

PRIVACY/DATA BREACH
In re Equifax, Inc. Customer Data Security Breach Litig., MDL 2800 (N.D. Ga.). Gary Lynch
was appointed co-lead counsel for financial institution plaintiffs in multidistrict litigation related
to the notorious 2017 Equifax data breach, which is potentially the largest and most damaging data
breach of all time. More than 400 lawsuits filed by consumers and financial institutions are
consolidated in the MDL, which is in the early pretrial stages.
In re Home Depot Customer Data Breach Litig., 1:14-md-02583, MDL 2583 (N.D. Ga.). Carlson
Lynch represents five different financial institutions in litigation related to the major data breach
at the retailer which continued for almost six months in 2014 and resulted in the compromise of
approximately 56 million payment card accounts. Gary Lynch was appointed by Judge Thrash to
be one of three lead counsel managing the financial institution track of the litigation. Over forty
financial institutions and seventeen credit union associations filed a consolidated complaint in May
2015. Judge Thrash denied the majority of Home Depot’s motion to dismiss on May 18, 2016. In
September 2017, the Court granted final approval to a comprehensive settlement that provides over
$27 million in relief to the class.
In re Target Corporation Customer Data Breach Litig., 0:14-md-02522, MDL 2522 (D. Minn.).
Carlson Lynch represents nine different financial institutions in consolidated multidistrict
litigation related to the massive data breach that occurred in late 2013. Gary Lynch is on the five10
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member Plaintiffs’ Executive Committee that is managing this litigation on behalf of all Plaintiffs.
A settlement agreement which provides $10 million to affected individual customers was granted
final approval in November 2015. A separate settlement providing approximately $39 million in
relief to plaintiff financial institutions was given final approval in May 2016.
Dittman et al v. UPMC d/b/a The University of Pittsburgh Medical Center and UPMC
McKeesport, (Allegheny Cty., Pa. No. GD-14-003285). Carlson Lynch is representing several
employees of the health care group UPMC in a class action stemming from a breach of UPMC’s
personnel files. Hundreds of employee files were compromised, and numerous fraudulent tax
returns were filed using the stolen data. On November 21, 2018 the Pennsylvania Supreme Court
vacated and remanded a dismissal of this case, finding that employers have a duty to exercise
reasonable care to safeguard employees’ sensitive data and the claims from negligence can be
brought by employees when an employer’s internet-accessible computer systems are breached. In
addition, the Court held that Pennsylvania’s economic loss doctrine does not prohibit a negligence
claims where the plaintiff can establish breach of a duty arising under common law.
First Choice Federal Credit Union v. The Wendy’s Company et al, 2:16-cv-0506, (W.D. Pa.).
Gary Lynch was appointed co-lead counsel in a group of consolidated cases brought by financial
institutions against the Wendy’s fast food chain in the aftermath of a late 2015 data breach that
exposed customers’ credit card information. Magistrate Judge Maureen P. Kelly recommended the
denial of Wendy’s motion to dismiss in February 2017, and that report and recommendation was
adopted by District Judge Nora Barry Fischer in March 2017. The case is still in litigation.
In re Anthem, Inc. Customer Data Security Breach Litig., No. 5:15-md-02617, MDL 2617 (N.D.
Cal.). Carlson Lynch represents customers of a national health insurer which experienced a data
breach involving the personal information, including social security numbers, of up to an estimated
80 million customers. The case was consolidated and transferred to the Northern District of
California in June 2015. Carlson Lynch participated in discovery related to Highmark, the
Pennsylvania-based member of the Blue Cross Blue Shield Association and a co-defendant in the
MDL. The parties reached a proposed settlement valued at $117 million which received
preliminary approval in August 2017. If the settlement is given final approval, it would be the
largest data breach settlement on record.
In re Community Health Systems, Inc., Customer Data Security Breach Litigation, 2:15-cv00222, MDL 2595 (N.D. Ala.). Gary Lynch serves as a member of the plaintiffs’ steering
committee in consolidated multidistrict litigation stemming from a 2014 data breach involving one
of the nation’s largest hospital chains. The breach affected over 200 hospitals and the sensitive
personal information of approximately 4.5 million patients was compromised.
Greater Chautauqua Federal Credit Union et al v. Kmart Corporation et al, No. 15-cv-02228
(N.D. Ill.). Gary Lynch served as a member of the plaintiffs’ executive committee in a
consolidated case in which financial institutions were seeking recovery for losses sustained as a
result of a 2014 data breach at one of the nation’s largest discount retail chains. A settlement was
reached and approved in June 2017.
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In re SuperValu, Inc. Customer Data Security Breach Litig., 0-14-md-02586, MDL 2586 (D.
Minn.). In April 2015, Ed Kilpela of Carlson Lynch was appointed as interim co-lead counsel in
this consolidated case. The litigation stems from a 2014 data breach that compromised the
sensitive personal and financial information of customers of approximately 1,000 grocery stores
operating under a variety of brand names in over a dozen states.
In re Ashley Madison Customer Data Security Breach Litig., MDL No. 2669 (E.D. Mo.). In this
well-publicized data breach case, Carlson Lynch and Katrina Carroll, prior to joining Carlson
Lynch, both represented individuals whose highly sensitive account information was leaked from
a social media company. The case was consolidated and transferred to the Eastern District of
Missouri in December 2015. A class settlement for $11.2 million was given final approval in
November 2017.
In re Vizio, Inc. Consumer Privacy Litig., MDL No. 2693 (C.D. Cal.). Carlson Lynch represents
individuals who purchased Vizio “Smart TVs,” which contained software that collected
information about the users in a manner that allegedly violates numerous consumer protection
statutes. The case was consolidated and transferred to the Central District of California in April
2016, and Gary Lynch was appointed to the plaintiffs’ interim steering committee. In March 2017,
District Judge Staton granted in part and denied in part a motion to dismiss, leaving the most
significant claims intact and granting plaintiffs leave to re-plead the dismissed counts. After
plaintiffs filed a second consolidated amended complaint, a second motion to dismiss was denied
in July 2017. Vizio’s attempt to certify an interlocutory appeal was denied in October 2017. A
class settlement was approved in 2019.
Storm et al. v. Paytime, Inc., No. 1:14-cv-011380-JEJ (M.D. Pa.). Carlson Lynch is representing
individuals whose sensitive personal and financial information was stolen from the systems of a
Pennsylvania payroll processing company. The case was appealed to the Third Circuit, and ended
in an approved class settlement while the appeal was pending.
Sullivan v. Wenner Media LLC, No. 1:16-cv-960 (M.D. Mich.). Carlson Lynch is co-lead counsel
for plaintiffs who brought claims against the publisher of Rolling Stone magazine. Plaintiffs allege
that Rolling Stone sold subscriber information to marketing partners without the subscriber’s
consent, in violation of Michigan state privacy laws. The parties reached a proposed settlement
including a $1.1 million settlement fund and alternative forms of relief. The settlement was
approved in May 2018.
Lewert v. PF Chang’s China Bistro, Inc., No. 1:14-cv-04787 (N.D. Ill.): Katrina Carroll, before
joining Carlson Lynch, served as Court-appointed Co-Lead counsel representing P.F. Chang’s
customers who had their personal financial information compromised in a 2014 security breach.
This matter was one of the first data breach cases on record, and Ms. Carroll has been involved in
all aspects of the litigation. Of note, Carlson Lynch was responsible for all of the appellate briefing
in ultimately obtaining a landmark ruling in the Seventh Circuit on Article III standing, hailed by
Law360 as one of the “top privacy cases” of 2016.
Salam v. Lifewatch, Inc., No. 1:13-cv-09305 (N.D. Ill.): In this hard-fought litigation, Carlson
Lynch partner Katrina Carroll is currently involved as court-appointed Co-Lead Counsel on behalf
12
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of a certified class in this privacy matter brought under the Telephone Consumer Protection Act
(“TCPA”). Ms. Carroll has been directly involved in all aspects of litigation, including discovery
and motion practice which culminated in a total victory for plaintiffs in contested class
certification.
Albrecht v Oasis Power, LLC, No. 1:18-cv-01061 (N.D. Ill.): Carlson Lynch partner Katrina
Carroll is currently involved as one of three counsel serving in a lead role in this TCPA case.
Bakov v. Consolidated World Travel Inc., No. 1:15-cv-02980 (N.D. Ill.): Katrina Carroll, a
partner at Carlson Lynch, is currently involved as one of two court-appointed Co-Lead Counsel in
this TCPA litigation on behalf of a certified class of consumers.
Additional Data Breach/Privacy Cases. In addition to the foregoing, Carlson Lynch represents or
has represented plaintiffs in several other similar pending data breach and privacy-related actions,
including:











Friske v. Bonnier Corp., 2:16-cv-12799 (E.D. Mich.).
In re Arby’s Restaurant Group, 1:17-mi-55555 (N.D. Ga.).
Bellwether Community Credit Union v. Chipotle Mexican Grill, Inc., 1:17-cv-1102 (D. Colo.).
Veridian Credit Union v. Eddie Bauer LLC, 2:17-cv-356 (W.D. Wash.).
In re Premara Blue Cross Customer Data Security Breach Litig., No. 3:15-md-2633-SI, MDL 2633
(D. Or.).
In re Life Time Fitness, Inc. Telephone Consumer Protection Act (TCPA) Litig., No. 14-md-2564
(D. Min.)
Greater Chautauqua Fed. Credit Union v. Kmart Corp. et al., No. 1:15-cv-2228 (N.D. Ill.)
Miracle-Pond, et al. v. Shutterly, Inc., 2019-CH-07050 (1st Dist. Cook County, Ill.)
Holm v. Presence Health Network, 2017-L-012793 (1st Dist. Cook County, Ill.)
Viverette, et al. v. Infusion Management Group, Inc. D/B/A the Signature Room at the 95th, 2019CH-05660 (1st Dist. Cook County, Ill.)

FACTA Litigation. Carlson Lynch has been counsel for Plaintiffs in numerous class actions
alleging a violation of the Fair and Accurate Credit Transaction Act. In addition to more than 20
settled FACTA cases, Carlson Lynch recently obtained a significant denial of a motion to dismiss
on standing grounds. In Gennock v. Kirkland’s Inc., 2:17-cv-356 (W.D. Pa.), Magistrate Judge
Mitchell and District Judge Cercone both agreed with Carlson Lynch that plaintiffs had standing
to pursue their claim, distinguishing several recent unfavorable district and circuit court opinions.
EMPLOYMENT DISCRIMINATION
White v. United Steel Workers of America, (W.D. Pa.), Carlson Lynch was co-lead counsel in this
age-discrimination class action against the U.S.W.A. After overcoming a motion to dismiss on a
legal issue regarding a substantial split of authority, the defendant requested mediation to explore
the possibility of settlement. After extensive mediation over a one month period in June 2004, the
case ultimately settled for an amount that defense counsel characterized as the highest ever paid
by the U.S.W.A. in connection with civil litigation.
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ANTITRUST
In Re Railway Industry Employee No-Poach Antitrust Litigation, MDL 2850, (W.D. Pa.),
Carlson Lynch represents a putative class of employees who allege defendants and their coconspirators entered into unlawful agreements to reduce and eliminate competition among them
for employees and to suppress the compensation of those employees. Chief Judge Joy Flowers
Conti appointed Carlson Lynch partner Kelly K. Iverson as Liaison Counsel on behalf of the
putative class.
In Re Blue Cross Blue Shield Antitrust Litigation, MDL No. 2406, (N.D. Ala.). Carlson Lynch
represents healthcare subscriber plaintiffs in four states in this nationwide class action challenging
the anti-competitive practices of Blue Cross/Blue Shield’s nationwide network of local insurers
who do not compete with each other based on geographic boundaries. In addition to Carlson
Lynch’s work on the individual cases, Carlson Lynch associates have been significantly involved
in the discovery process.
ENVIRONMENTAL
Steward et al. v. Honeywell Int’l, Inc., No. 3:18-cv-01124 (S.D. Ill.) Carlson Lynch is currently
involved in this property damage class action involving nuclear and non-nuclear contamination of
large swaths of the City of Metropolis and the County of Massac. Carlson Lynch and co-lead
counsel are prosecuting claims for injunctive relief, property damage, and medical monitoring in
this extremely complicated environmental contamination case.
ADA (Americans with Disabilities Act) Accessibility Litigation. Carlson Lynch is currently
counsel for plaintiffs in a substantial number of putative class actions filed on behalf of disabled
individuals to enforce the ADA’s accessibility requirements. Over the last six years, Carlson
Lynch has represented the visually disabled in seeking improved access to ATMs, Point of Sale
devices, automated retail kiosks, and websites. Carlson Lynch has also represented individuals
with limited mobility in seeking elimination of architectural barriers found in parking lots, paths
of entry, interior store design, and other places of public accommodation. These cases have been
prosecuted in numerous federal courts across the country. Carlson Lynch has overcome motions
to dismiss in more than fifteen of these cases. A substantial number of the cases have been settled,
and in all of those cases, the defendants have agreed to equitable relief calculated to guarantee the
accessibility to public accommodations that is required by the ADA.
Moreover, in January 2016, Magistrate Judge Robert C. Mitchell of the United States District
Court for the Western District of Pennsylvania recommended certification of a national class of
mobility-disabled individuals who were denied full and equal access to Cracker Barrel stores due
to the company’s inadequate centralized ADA maintenance policies. Judge Mitchell
recommended that Carlson Lynch be appointed as counsel for the Class. Cracker Barrel has over
630 stores across the country. The report and recommendation was adopted by District Judge
Mark Hornak in July 2016. The case subsequently settled, securing injunctive relief for the
nationwide class.
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More recently, Carlson Lynch is representing a disabled individual in Egan v. Live Nation
Worldwide, Inc., 2:17-cv-445 (W.D. Pa.). The claims involve wheelchair inaccessibility and ticket
unavailability at Pittsburgh-area concert events promoted by Live Nation and ticketed by
Ticketmaster.

FIRM ATTORNEYS
PARTNERS:
Gary F. Lynch
Gary Lynch was born and grew up in Western Pennsylvania. Gary earned his Juris Doctor
in 1989 from the University of Pittsburgh School of Law, where he served as an Editor of the
University of Pittsburgh Law Review, and his Bachelor of Science in Accounting from the
Pennsylvania State University in 1986. He was admitted to the State Bar of the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania in 1989 and the State Bar of New York in 2018, and is admitted to practice in the
United States Supreme Court, the United States Courts of Appeals for the First, Third, Fifth, Sixth,
Seventh, Ninth, and Eleventh Circuits, and the United States District Courts for the Western,
Middle, and Eastern Districts of Pennsylvania, the Northern and Southern Districts of Ohio, the
Northern and Central Districts of Illinois, the Western District of New York, the Eastern and
Western Districts of Michigan, and the District of Maryland. Gary has also been admitted pro hac
vice in numerous jurisdictions nationwide.
Gary has been engaged in the practice of law for the last twenty-nine years, beginning his
legal career at Reed Smith, LLP (formerly Reed Smith Shaw & McClay). After leaving Reed
Smith in 1991, Gary served as the Managing Partner of Lynch & Kunkel and Gary F. Lynch, P.C.,
focusing his practice on the representation of clients in employment-related matters, particularly
complex litigation. Since co-founding Carlson Lynch in June of 2004, Gary has developed a
nationally recognized plaintiffs’ class action practice in the areas of consumer protection litigation
and employee rights.
Gary has served in a leadership capacity in several MDL/class action proceedings. For
example, in Ellis v. Edward Jones (N.D. Ohio No. 1:08-cv-00540, MDL No. 1779), he chaired the
Plaintiffs’ Leadership Committee in a wage and hour class/collective action, which returned more
than $19 million to the class. Gary also served as Counsel of Record before the United States
Supreme Court in the case of Genesis HealthCare Corp. v. Symczyk.
Gary currently serves on the Local Rules Advisory Committee for the United States District
Court for the Western District of Pennsylvania. He has been rated as a “Super Lawyer” and has
received Martindale Hubbell’s “AV” rating. Gary is a frequent local and national Continuing
Legal Education lecturer.
Gary is active in a number of community non-profit organizations, including past President and
current board member of the Human Services Center, Inc. (an outpatient behavioral healthcare
provider), board member of the Highland House, Inc. (a halfway home for women recovering
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from addiction), and former board member of the Lawrence County (Pennsylvania) Historical
Society.
R. Bruce Carlson
Bruce Carlson is from Wilkinsburg, Pennsylvania, where he attended Pittsburgh Public
School. He graduated from the University of Pittsburgh School of Law in 1989, where he was the
Executive Editor of the Journal of Law and Commerce. He also obtained his undergraduate degree
from the University of Pittsburgh, graduating summa cum laude in political philosophy. After law
school, he was employed for approximately four years at Eckert Seamans Cherin & Mellott, in
Pittsburgh. Subsequently, he was a member at the Pittsburgh plaintiffs-FELA and mass tort firm
previously known as Peirce, Raimond, Osterhout, Wade, Carlson & Coulter. During his five year
tenure at the Peirce firm, Bruce developed and managed one of the largest, if not the largest,
pediatric lead poisoning practices in the country. After his practice evolved and began to focus
more on consumer class action litigation, he affiliated the practice with a prominent Pittsburghbased plaintiffs’ class action firm. During the almost four years that he was affiliated with that
firm, Bruce originated and was lead counsel in more consumer class cases than any lawyer in
Western Pennsylvania. These cases were filed not only in Western Pennsylvania, but in state and
federal courts throughout the country. In June 2004, Bruce ended his relationship with his former
firm and co-founded Carlson Lynch.
Bruce is admitted to practice in the state courts of Pennsylvania and West Virginia, the
United States District Courts for the Western, Middle and Eastern Districts of Pennsylvania, the
Northern and Southern Districts of West Virginia, the Northern District of Ohio, the Northern,
Southern, Eastern and Western Districts of Texas, the District of Maryland, the Western District
of Tennessee and the United States Courts of Appeal for the Third, Fifth, Ninth and Eleventh
Circuits. He is a member of the Million Dollar Advocates Forum. He is a member of the American
Association of Justice, and the Pennsylvania, Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia Trial
Lawyers Associations.
Edwin J. Kilpela, Jr.
Ed Kilpela is a native of Pittsburgh and a graduate of the Pennsylvania State University
and the University of Michigan Law School, where he won the prestigious Campbell Moot Court
Competition while earning awards for both best brief and as the best oral advocate in the
competition. Ed lives in Mt. Lebanon with his twin sons, Devin and Graham, and his wife, Gina.
Ed has litigated and tried complex class-action and mass tort matters both at Carlson Lynch on
behalf of individuals and consumers and, previously, at both Williams & Connolly LLP and
Wheeler Trigg O'Donnell LLP, two of the finest complex litigation firms in the country.
Mr. Kilpela’s current practice focuses on consumer-oriented class actions and financial
fraud matters. Currently, Ed represents a class of insurance purchasers in Western Pennsylvania,
Rhode Island, and Hawaii in an antitrust conspiracy class-action alleging illegal collusion between
the members of the nationwide network of Blue Cross/Blue Shield insurers, resulting in increased
insurance premiums and lack of competition in the health insurance market. In addition, Ed serves
as counsel for purchasers of glucosamine/chondroitin health supplements who were defrauded by
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multiple companies in their marketing and advertising of those supplements in which unsupported
and medically false claims were made regarding joint health benefits the supplements do not
provide.
A representative sample of Ed's past litigation experience includes 1) serving as counsel for a
large financial institution and its officers and directors in connection with securities class action
and ERISA lawsuits stemming from alleged accounting manipulation and corresponding stock
losses; 2) serving as national Counsel for large multinational pharmaceutical corporation in
multiple cases across the country defending against allegations that the company failed to
adequately warn consumers and prescribing health providers about potential product risks; and 3)
representing a large multi-national consumer goods manufacturer in multiple products liability
class action matters stemming from claims regarding alleged product defects.
Mr. Kilpela was selected by his peers in 2011, 2012, and 2013 as a Rising Star in
SuperLawyers, a distinction given to no more than 2.5% of his peers under the age of 40.
Todd Carpenter
Todd Carpenter is a former shareholder at the Phoenix based, Bonnett, Fairbourn, Friedman &
Balint, P.C. His practice focuses on consumer class action, representing plaintiff classes in major
insurance fraud, unfair business practices, false and deceptive advertising, product liability cases,
and anti-trust violations. Todd has represented plaintiffs in numerous class action proceedings in
California and throughout the country, in both state and federal courts.
Todd, through his participation in a multi-district litigation action before U.S. District Court
Judge James Lawrence King in Miami, Florida, represented consumers in separate actions against
Union Bank, N.A. and Bank of the West to recover damages stemming from alleged fraudulent
overdraft fee practices. The cases resulted in favorable settlements, resulting in nearly $50 million
dollars in recovered fees to customers. Todd has filed similar actions against several other banks
and credit unions across the country, alleging that each institution manipulated the processing of
customer debit card purchases to maximize overdraft fees.
Todd has successfully represented several plaintiff classes in recovering statutory penalties
resulting from violations of California’s Song Beverly Credit Card Act §1747.08. Additionally,
his efforts as part of a collaborative team of lawyers have resulted in the recovery of millions of
dollars in compensation for California consumers of food and supplement products arising from
misleading advertising claims made by producers and manufacturers about the safety and efficacy
of the products.
Todd received his B.B.A in 1999 from the University of New Mexico, where he was awarded
the University’s Karen Abraham’s Outstanding Service Award in 1997 and again in 1998 for his
development and participation in after-school recreational leagues for underprivileged youth. He
received his law degree from the University of San Diego School of Law in 2002. While in law
school, Todd served as Vice President for the Democratic Student Association and garnered
recognition for representing indigent litigants through the University of San Diego School of
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Law’s Legal Clinic. Todd is a member of the California Bar and has also been admitted to practice
in all Federal District Courts in the state of California.
Katrina Carroll
Katrina Carroll is the founding partner of Carlson Lynch’s Chicago office and serves as
Co-Chair of the Firm’s Executive Management Committee. She has over fifteen years of
experience litigating class actions and, over the course of her career, has recovered more than $1
billion for aggrieved consumers, investors and businesses. In 2018, Ms. Carroll was selected by
the National Trial Lawyers Association as one of the Top 25 Class Action Trial Lawyers in the
State of Illinois.
Early in her career, Ms. Carroll litigated some of the most prominent securities class actions
in the country as Co-Lead counsel for defrauded investors, including In re Motorola Securities
Litigation (N.D. Ill.), where her prior firm achieved a $193 million settlement, and in In re Tenet
Healthcare Corp. Securities Litigation, (C.D. Cal.), which resulted in collective settlements to
aggrieved investors of $281.5 million (including a $65 million auditor settlement, one of the largest
of all time).
Over the past fifteen years, Ms. Carroll’s practice has focused on large consumer fraud
class action matters. She served as Co-Lead counsel in In Re: Rust-Oleum Restore Marketing,
Sales Practices and Products Liability Litigation (MDL; N.D. Ill.), a sprawling products liability
MDL relating to defective deck resurfacing products. Ms. Carroll was instrumental in negotiating
a $9.3 million settlement providing meaningful relief to consumers, which received final approval
in March of 2017. During the final approval hearing, the Honorable Amy J. St. Eve of the United
States District Court for the Northern District of Illinois, now a sitting Justice of the Court of
Appeals for the Seventh Circuit, praised Ms. Carroll as a “model I wish all lawyers would follow.”
Ms. Carroll now serves as Co-Lead Counsel in Bishop v. Behr Process Corporation (N.D. Ill.), a
similar national class action matter relating to defective deck paint.
Ms. Carroll’s consumer litigation experience also includes JP Morgan Chase Mortgage
Modification Litigation (MDL; D. Mass.), where she served on Plaintiffs’ Executive Committee
representing a class of homeowners in a multi-district class action alleging mortgage loan
improprieties. After nearly four years of litigation, in May of 2014, plaintiffs secured final
approval of a settlement estimated to provide $500 million in mortgage modification relief to
affected class members.
As personally identifiable information has become an increasingly important — and
vulnerable — asset, Ms. Carroll helps numerous clients pursue redress and compensation for data
privacy violations, violations of the Illinois Biometric Information Privacy Act (BIPA), the federal
Telephone Consumer Protection Act (TCPA), and data security breaches against various
companies. In her current data breach matter against P.F. Chang’s China Bistro, Ms. Carroll, as
Co-Lead counsel, obtained a landmark ruling in the Seventh Circuit hailed as one of the “top
privacy cases” of 2016. Ms. Carroll also served on Plaintiffs’ Executive Committee in the multidistrict litigation matter In re Ashley Madison Customer Data Security Breach Litigation (MDL;
E.D. Mo.) involving the highly publicized data breach at Ashley Madison, which resulted in a
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2017 settlement of $11.2 million. In another data breach matter, Greater Chautauqua v. Kmart
(N.D. Ill.), Ms. Carroll served as Liaison Counsel for financial institution plaintiffs.
Ms. Carroll’s experience also includes antitrust litigation. In Automotive Wire Harness
Systems Antitrust Litigation (MDL; D. Mich.), she represented direct purchaser businesses in a
multi-district antitrust case against manufacturers of automotive wire harnesses and related parts.
Ms. Carroll is currently involved in some of the most challenging and exciting consumer
and privacy and class action litigation in the country today. Her current caseload includes:


Mednick v. Precor Inc. (N.D. Ill): Ms. Carroll serves as Co-Lead counsel in a certified
consumer fraud class action matter representing purchasers of Precor fitness machines,
arising from Precor’s representations concerning heart rate monitoring technology.



Lewert v. P.F. Chang’s China Bistro, Inc. (N.D. Ill.): Ms. Carroll serves as Court-appointed
Co-Lead counsel in a class action representing P.F. Chang’s customers who had their
personal financial information compromised as a result of a security breach.



In Re: Community Health Systems, Inc., Customer Security Data Breach Litigation (MDL;
N.D. Ala.): Ms. Carroll serves on the Plaintiffs’ Steering Committee in this data breach
MDL matter arising from Defendants’ failure to secure Plaintiffs’ confidential patient data.

Ms. Carroll is recognized nationally as an authority on topics arising in class action
litigation. She has spoken at many local and national conferences, including the American Bar
Association’s 18th National Institute on Class Actions (2014), Perrin’s Class Action Litigation
Conference (2015), the American Association for Justice’s Annual Convention (2016), Loyola
University School of Law’s Consumer Law Review Academic Symposium (2017), Practicing
Law Institute’s Consumer Financial Services Institute (2018), the American Bar Association’s
Section of Litigation Annual Conference (2018), the Class Action Mastery Program hosted by
HB Litigation Conferences (2018) and Mass Torts Made Perfect (2018, 2019).
In April 2018, Ms. Carroll was honored to appear as a panelist at “May it Please the Court:
Symposium on Women Lawyers in the Courtroom,” a prestigious event sponsored by the United
States District Court for the Northern District of Illinois and the Chicago Bar Association.
Ms. Carroll frequently appears as a panelist on class action issues at the Chicago Bar
Association. She currently serves on the Advisory Board of Loyola University School of Law’s
Institute for Consumer Antitrust Studies. She is a member of the Class Action Trial Lawyers
Association, the Chicago Bar Association and a former member of New Jersey’s John C. Lifland
American Inn of Court.
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Edward W. Ciolko
Ed joined Carlson Lynch as a partner in 2018 and will manage the firm’s Philadelphia
office opening in 2019. Ed concentrates his practice in the areas of ERISA, Antitrust, RESPA and
Consumer Protection.
Prior to joining Carlson Lynch, Ed was a Partner at Kessler Topaz Meltzer & Check, LLP,
where he served as counsel in a variety of nationwide ERISA breach of fiduciary duty class actions,
brought on behalf of retirement plans and their participants alleging, inter alia, imprudent
investment of plan assets which caused significant losses to the retirement savings of tens of
thousands of workers. These cases include: Harris v. First Regional Bancorp, No. 2:10-cv-07164
(C.D. CA); In re Advanta Corp. ERISA Litig., No. 09-CV-04974 (E.D. Pa.); In re YRC Worldwide,
Inc. ERISA Litig., No. 09-CV-2593 (D. Kan.); In re R.H. Donnelley ERISA Litig., No. 09-CV07571 (N.D. Ill.); In re: SLM Corp. ERISA Litig., et al., No. 08-CV-4334 (S.D.N.Y.); and In Re
SunTrust Banks, Inc. ERISA Litigation, No. 1:08-cv-03384 (N.D. Ga.).
Ed’s efforts have also helped achieve a number of large recoveries for affected retirement
plan participants: In re National City ERISA Litig., No. 08-nc-70000 (N.D. Ohio) (settled -- $43
million recovery); In re Sears Roebuck & Co. ERISA Litig., C.A. No. 02-8324 (N.D. Ill.) (settled
— $14.5 million recovery); and In re Honeywell Intern’l ERISA Litig., No. 03-CV-1214 (DRD)
(D.N.J.) (settled — $14 million recovery, as well as significant structural relief regarding the
pension plan’s administration and investment of its assets).
Ed also concentrates part of his practice to the investigation and prosecution of pharmaceutical antitrust actions, medical device litigation, and related anticompetitive and unfair business
practices including In re Wellbutrin SR Antitrust Litigation, 04-CV-5898 (E.D. Pa. Dec. 17, 2004);
In re Remeron End-Payor Antitrust Litigation, Master File No. 02-CV-2007 (D.N.J. Apr. 25,
2002); In re Modafinil Antitrust Litigation, 06-2020 (E.D. Pa. May 12, 2006); In re Medtronic,
Inc. Implantable Defibrillator Litigation, 05-CV-2700 (D. Minn. 2005); and In re Guidant Corp.
Implantable Defibrillator Litigation, 05-CV-2883 (D. Minn. 2005).
Kelly K. Iverson
Kelly Iverson was born and raised in Pittsburgh where she received her degree in Business
Management, magna cum laude, from Chatham University and her Juris Doctor, summa cum
laude, from Duquesne University School of Law, at which she was honored with the Shalom Moot
Court Award for Outstanding Trial Advocacy and an appointment to the Louis L. Manderino
Honor Society for Meritorious Service to the Trial Advocacy Program. Prior to attending law
school, Kelly spent four years working as an insurance claims representative at Travelers Insurance
Company where she handled automobile liability claims.
After law school, Kelly joined a large Pittsburgh law firm. She was fortunate to have the
unusual opportunity at such a firm to advocate on behalf of injured consumers and individuals, in
personal injury cases and class actions, while also gaining significant experience representing
defendants in complex litigation. Kelly has extensive litigation experience in both state and federal
courts. She served as lead counsel at trial in federal court in a medical malpractice action, receiving
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a verdict in her client’s favor for the maximum statutory damage award. Kelly’s trial practice also
includes second chair experience in jury trials, commercial arbitration, and underinsured motorist
arbitration.
In late 2016, Kelly began working as co-counsel with Bruce Carlson in a class action
against a multi-level marking company, LuLaRoe, alleging improper sales tax charges to
consumers. Webster, et. al. v. LLR, Inc. (W.D. Pa.). Through this work, Kelly gained firsthand
knowledge of the dynamic collaboration between the high-caliber attorneys at Carlson Lynch and
decided to join Bruce and his partners to continue her established practice of advocating for
consumers, both individually and on a class basis. Kelly has served on committees assisting the
leadership teams in the In re Equifax Litigation MDL (N.D. Ga.) and the First Choice Fed. Credit
Union v. The Wendy’s Co. data breach class action (W.D. Pa.). Additionally, she was court
appointed as Co-Lead Class Counsel on behalf of the Settlement Class in Flynn v. Concord
Hospitality Enter. Co. (W.D. Pa.) (Americans with Disabilities Act litigation).
Kelly currently serves on the Board of Millvale Athletic Association, a local fastpitch
softball organization. From 2010 through 2017, Kelly served as a high school mock trial attorney
advisor for Fort Cherry High School and Pittsburgh Science and Technology Academy. Kelly
lives in Lawrenceville with her husband Nathan and their three children: Kaia, Athena, and August.
Eric D. Zard
Eric Zard, a partner at Carlson Lynch, was born and raised in Minnesota where he received
his Bachelor of Science from the University of Minnesota and his Juris Doctor from the University
of Saint Thomas School of Law. While in law school, Eric served as an editor for the University
of Saint Thomas Law Journal, authored a comment that was published in the University of Saint
Thomas Law Journal (Patentability of Human Genetic Information: Exploring Ethical Dilemmas
Within the Patent Office and Biotechnology’s Clash with the Public Good, 6 U. St. Thomas L.J.
486 (2009)), and received a Dean’s Award for Negotiations.
After graduating law school, Eric moved to Phoenix, Arizona and began his legal career at
Bonnett, Fairbourn, Friedman & Balint, P.C., where he practiced consumer class action litigation
for over seven years. During his time in Phoenix, Eric also defended architects, engineers, and
other design professionals, businesses, and individuals in civil litigation. Eric has represented
commercial landlords in purchase and sales agreements and unique landlord-tenant disputes. Eric
represents clients that have been discriminated against, sexually abused and harassed in the work
place, clients that have suffered severe physical injuries related to motor vehicle accidents, and
individuals in premise liability matters.
In 2017, Eric decided to join a friend and former colleague from Bonnett-Fairbourn, Todd
Carpenter, at Carlson Lynch in San Diego, California. Eric continues to represent plaintiffs in a
wide-range of matters but his primary focus is consumer class action litigation. Eric has
represented numerous clients in both state and federal courts throughout the country.
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Pam Miller
Pam is the head of Carlson Lynch’s Injury and Disability Group. She was born and raised
in Western Pennsylvania. As the proud daughter of a railroad worker, Pam grew up with an acute
awareness of the hazards and risks of personal injury which American workers constantly face.
Consequently, after graduating from Westminster College, Pam obtained her law degree from the
University of Pittsburgh School of Law in 1993, with the sole intent to represent injured and
disabled workers.
For nearly twenty years now, Pam has tirelessly advocated for her clients before the Social
Security Administration, the Pennsylvania Bureau of Workers’ Compensation, and in Federal
Employer Liability Act litigation in federal court. Pam has handled over one thousand claims for
Social Security Disability and continues to develop her practice in this increasingly significant
area of federal administrative law.
ASSOCIATES:
Kristin Graham
Kristy Graham is a native of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. She attended the University of
Virginia in Charlottesville and graduated in 1998 with a bachelor’s degree in environmental
sciences. Before returning to Charlottesville for law school, Kristy taught English in Madrid, Spain
and, later, worked as an analyst for Booz Allen Hamilton at its headquarters in Northern Virginia.
Kristy graduated from the University of Virginia School of Law in 2003. While in law school, she
served as an Articles Editor for the Virginia Law Review.
Kristy began her legal career as a commercial litigation associate with Holland & Hart, a
Denver-based law firm with over 400 attorneys in 15 offices. While at Holland & Hart, Kristy was
involved in all aspects of litigation in federal and state court, from preparing pleadings and
conducting discovery through drafting dispositive motions and supporting briefs. Kristy was also
part of a multinational energy company’s defense team in a severance pay class action lawsuit
stemming from one of the largest mergers in U.S. history. Prior to joining Carlson Lynch in
January 2015, Kristy also practiced law with small firms in Pennsylvania and Colorado. Kristy’s
broad array of litigation experience includes general commercial, labor, and employment, ERISA,
oil and gas, real estate, and personal injury cases. Kristy works in all aspects of Carlson Lynch’s
complex litigation practice.
Jamisen Etzel
Jamisen attended Duquesne University where he graduated magna cum laude in 2008 with
a Bachelor of Arts in Political Science. He obtained his law degree from New York University
School of Law in 2011. While at NYU Law, Jamisen was Managing Editor of the Journal of
Legislation and Public Policy. During the summer of 2010, Jamisen served an internship with
United States District Judge William H. Walls of the United States District Court for the District
of New Jersey.
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Jamisen works primarily in the firm’s data breach, privacy, consumer, and employment
class litigation practices, and has been involved in most of the firm’s recent appellate work,
securing three recent, favorable, published opinions from U.S. Courts of Appeals.
In March 2018, Jamisen was part of a three-person trial team that obtained a jury award of
$4.5 million in unpaid wages and illegally confiscated tips for class of misclassified nightclub
workers in Verma v. 3001 Castor Inc., 2:13-cv-3034-AB (E.D. Pa.). Jamisen then briefed and
presented oral argument in the defendant’s post-trial appeal to the Third Circuit, and obtained an
across-the-board affirmance of Carlson Lynch’s trial victory. Verma v. 3001 Castor Inc., — F.3d
—, 2019 WL 4125220 (3d Cir. Aug. 30, 2019).
Jamisen served as briefing and arguing counsel for successful appellants in Mickles v.
Country Club, Inc., 887 F.3d 1270 (11th Cir. 2018), in which the Eleventh Circuit determined, as
a matter of first impression among the U.S. Courts of Appeals, that the filing of a consent-to-joinform in an FLSA collective action is sufficient to confer full party status on the opt-in plaintiff.
Jamisen served as primary briefing and arguing counsel in DeGidio v. Crazy Horse Saloon and
Restaurant, Inc., 880 F.3d 135 (4th Cir. 2018), wherein the Fourth Circuit held that an employer's
mandatory arbitration agreements were unenforceable due to the employer's abusive tactics in
disseminating the agreements and the employer's delay in moving to enforce the agreements in the
district court proceedings.
Jamisen was also one of the primary brief writers in the Dittman v. UPMC appeals,
leading to a groundbreaking opinion from the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania—in favor of
Carlson Lynch’s clients—which clarified Pennsylvania’s economic loss rule and recognized that
employers have a common law duty to use reasonable care when collecting sensitive employee
data. 196 A.3d 1036 (Pa. 2018).
Brittany Casola
Brittany Casola attended the University of Central Florida in Orlando and graduated in
2012 with a bachelor’s degree in Political Science and a minor in Spanish. Brittany earned her
Juris Doctorate from California Western School of Law in 2015 and graduated magna cum laude
in the top 10% of her class. Throughout the course of her law school career, she served as a judicial
extern to the Honorable Anthony J. Battaglia for the United States District Court, Southern District
of California and worked multiple semesters as a certified legal intern for the San Diego County
District Attorney’s Office. Brittany was awarded Academic Excellence Awards in law school for
receiving the highest grade in Trial Practice, Health Law & Policy, and Community Property.
Kevin Tucker
Kevin Tucker is a graduate of the University of Michigan and the University of Pittsburgh
School of Law. While attending Pitt Law, Kevin presided over the school’s public interest
organization, volunteered as a judicial law clerk in the United States District Court for the Western
District of Pennsylvania, and earned a CALI Award for highest grade in Legislation. Upon
graduation in 2011, Pitt Law honored Kevin with its Leadership Award. Kevin has served on Pitt
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Law’s Alumni Board of Governors since January 2016, and coordinates a local bar association
soccer league in which more than 100 lawyers participate each spring and fall.
Kevin splits his practice between Carlson Lynch’s ADA and consumer class litigation
practices. Kevin has secured landmark decisions in Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, and New
Hampshire, persuading courts there that the ADA requires public accommodations to make their
electronic information technology equally accessible to consumers who rely on auxiliary aids for
access. See Suchenko v. ECCO USA, Inc., 2018 WL 3933514 (W.D. Pa. Aug. 16, 2018); Gathers
v. 1-800-Flowers.com, Inc., 2018 WL 839381 (D. Mass. Feb. 12, 2018); Access Now, Inc. v. Blue
Apron, LLC, 2017 WL 5186354 (D.N.H. Nov. 8, 2017).
Kevin also has considerable experience supporting Carlson Lynch’s prosecution of MDLs
across the United States. Kevin coordinated plaintiffs’ discovery efforts and defended their
depositions in In Re Vizio Inc. Consumer Privacy Litigation, MDL 2693 (C.D. Ca.), a group of
class action lawsuits alleging Vizio secretly recorded and sold information about viewers. A
preliminary settlement is now pending. He also serves as a committee member for the leadership
teams in both In Re FedLoan Student Loan Servicing Litigation, MDL 2833 (E.D. Pa.) and In Re
Equifax, Inc. Customer Data Security Breach Litig., MDL 2800 (N.D. Ga.). In In Re FedLoan,
Kevin represents a putative nationwide class of student loan borrowers. In In Re Equifax, Kevin is
part of a prosecution team representing financial institution plaintiffs in one of the most highprofile MDLs pending currently.
Elizabeth Pollock Avery
Elizabeth was born and raised in Buffalo, New York. After obtaining her bachelor’s degree
from the State University of New York at Buffalo, she attended Indiana University- Bloomington
Maurer School of Law, graduating in 2012. While in law school, Elizabeth assisted indigent
members of society as a law clerk at the Monroe County Public Defenders’ Office and at the
Indiana University Disability Law Clinic.
After graduating, Elizabeth moved to Pittsburgh and worked for a family law firm prior to
joining a Plaintiff side employment litigation firm in 2013. As a plaintiff’s employment litigator,
Elizabeth worked to right the wrongs committed against employees in a variety of areas of
employment law, including the Fair Labor Standards Act, the Family and Medical Leave Act, and
litigating cases dealing with sexual harassment, gender discrimination, race, age and disability
discrimination.
Elizabeth’s practice is primarily split between the firm’s antitrust and ADA practice
groups. She is heavily involved in the In Re Blue Cross Blue Shield Antitrust Litigation, MDL No.
2406, (N.D. Ala.). She has also worked on cases involving consumer protection, wage and hour,
employment, and various other matters.
Bryan Fox
Bryan is originally a native of Atlanta, Georgia. He attended The University of Georgia,
where he earned degrees in Political Science and Spanish, magna cum laude. Before returning to
UGA for law school, Bryan worked in south Brazil teaching English and music. After graduating
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law school in 2013, he was hired as an associate with a local class action litigation firm where he
practiced complex civil litigation, primarily ERISA and consumer-based class actions. Bryan went
on to found his own practice in employment and business law, representing clients in a variety of
contexts. Bryan has a passion for standing up and fighting for those who are facing difficult legal
problems – this is a principal reason why he joined Carlson Lynch. Class action cases afford access
to justice for consumers and others who might not otherwise be able to afford an attorney, or for
whom pursuing a case individually might be too difficult. To that end, Bryan is excited to use his
skills and talents in representing those in need.
Bryan and his wife, Lisa, reside in the Pittsburgh neighborhood of Brookline with their
rescue pit bull, Ace. In his free time, Bryan enjoys playing music, exploring the Pittsburgh culinary
scene, and traveling.
Kyle A. Shamberg
Kyle is a Chicagoland native. After graduating from the Loyola Chicago School of Law,
magna cum laude, Kyle moved to New York where he worked first as a Staff Attorney at the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit and then at New York’s largest asbestos litigation firm,
handling complex motion practice and appeals on behalf of clients, largely former union tradesmen
and military servicemen, who had developed terminal diseases from their asbestos exposures.
Since coming home to Chicago in 2014, Kyle has focused exclusively on litigating
consumer class actions, representing clients for injuries ranging from identity theft and financial
fraud as a result of a data breach to massive property damage caused by failing plastic plumbing
systems. He joined Carlson Lynch in 2019, where he continues to advocate for consumer and
privacy rights. Kyle has argued appeals in front of the Seventh and Second Circuits and the New
York Appellate Division, and is the former Chair of the Chicago Bar Association’s Class Action
Committee.
Nicholas R. Lange
Majoring in English with a concentrated study in philosophy, Nicholas attended the
University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign, the last six of months of which he lived abroad in East
Africa, broadening his horizons while completing coursework in international law. His work there
culminated in a presentation to the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda in Kigali, Rwanda.
Nicholas returned home to graduate from the DePaul University College of Law, with honors.
During law school, Nicholas cut his teeth clerking at one of Chicago’s prominent complex
litigation firms. Initially after law school, his practice focused on representing condominium and
other common-interest communities— and their directors and managers— in all manners of civil
litigation, including fraud, tort, breach of contract, fiduciary duties, and corporate matters, and
including fights with developers, insurers, and municipalities. Since then, Nicholas has been, and
continues to be, involved in a wide variety of class litigation, including some of the most complex
class actions pending in the country.
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OF COUNSEL:
Tom Withers
Tom became Of Counsel to Carlson Lynch in June 2008, and often provides advice and
counsel to the firm regarding trial strategy. Tom graduated from the University of Georgia law
school in 1984. He also received his undergraduate degree from the University of Georgia. After
graduating from law school, Tom joined Oliver, Maner and Gray, in Savannah, Georgia, where he
was a partner from 1988 until 1990. While at Oliver, Maner and Gray, Tom was primarily engaged
in the defense of medical malpractice cases for physicians. During his six years with the firm,
Tom tried approximately ten medical negligence cases to verdict, all of which resulted in verdicts
for the defendants.
Thereafter, Tom joined the United States Attorney’s Office in the Southern District of
Georgia, where he remained for eight years. Tom initially served as an Assistant U.S. Attorney in
the Criminal Section before becoming Chief of the Criminal Section in 1993. Tom also served as
a Professional Responsibility Officer during his time with the United States Attorney’s Office and
was given the Department of Justice’s Director’s Award in 1997. In 1998, Tom left the United
States Attorney’s Office and became a founding partner of Gillen Parker & Withers (now, Gillen
Withers & Lake, LLC). Tom’s practice focuses on federal and state criminal defense,
Medicare/Medicaid fraud, and complex civil litigation.
Tom is admitted to practice in the state courts of Georgia, the United States District Courts
for the Southern and Northern Districts of Georgia, and the United States Court of Appeals for the
Eleventh Circuit.
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Former Attorneys
Kevin Abramowicz – Associate, 2015–2018
Kevin Abramowicz is a native of Allentown, Pennsylvania. In 2011, Kevin received his
bachelor’s degree from the University of Pittsburgh School of Arts and Sciences. Four years later,
he graduated, cum laude, from the University of Pittsburgh School of Law, where he served as the
Articles Editor for the University of Pittsburgh Law Review and completed an internship with the
Honorable David Stewart Cercone, United States District Court for the Western District of
Pennsylvania. Kevin also was recognized by the Center for Computer-Assisted Legal Instruction
for his excellence in Disability Discrimination Law.
Kevin began working at Carlson Lynch as a law clerk after his second year of law school.
He continued working with the firm during his third year of law school and became a full-time
associate attorney in October 2015. He left in September 2018 to start his own practice. While at
Carlson Lynch, Kevin worked with all of the firm’s practice groups and in all phases of litigation.
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA

KIM CARTER, ASHLEY GENNOCK,
Case No: 2:16-cv-00633-MRH
KENNETH HARRISON, JENNA
KASKORKIS, and DANIEL STYSLINGER,
individually and on behalf of all others similarly DECLARATION OF NICK SUCIU III IN
situated,
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION FOR
ATTORNEYS’ FEES AND EXPENSES, AND
Plaintiffs,
FOR REPRESENTATIVE PLAINTIFFS’
v.
SERVICE PAYMENTS
GENERAL NUTRITION CENTERS, INC., a
Filed Electronically
Delaware Corporation, GENERAL HOLDINGS,
INC., a Delaware Corporation,
Defendants.

I, Nick Suciu III, hereby declare under penalty of perjury pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746
that the following is true and correct to the best of my knowledge and recollection:
1.

I am a founding partner at Barbat, Mansour & Suciu PLLC (“Barbat, Mansour &

Suciu” or the “Firm”) and designated by the Court as Class Counsel in the above-captioned
matter. I respectfully submit this declaration in support of Plaintiffs’ Motion for Attorneys’ Fees
and Expenses, and for Representative Plaintiffs’ Service Payments.
2.

I have personally reviewed all of my Firm’s time entries associated with this

case, and have used billing judgment to ensure that duplicative and unnecessary time has been
excluded and that only time reasonably devoted to the litigation has been included. My Firm’s
time entries were regularly and contemporaneously recorded by me and the other timekeepers
pursuant to firm policy and have been maintained in the computerized records of my firm.
3.

Due to the commitment of time and capital investment required to litigate this

action, my Firm had to forego other work, including hourly non-contingent matters, and other
class action matters.
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4.

My Firm, Barbat, Mansour & Suciu PLLC, has significant experience in

litigating class actions of similar size, scope, and complexity to the instant action. My Firm has
also been appointed as Co-Class Counsel by another court which found my Firm to be
“experienced in litigating class actions and other complex cases.” See Price v. L’Oreal USA,
Inc., 2018 WL 3869896, at *4 (S.D.N.Y. Aug. 15, 2018).
5.

The time reflected below was time spent in the prosecution of this case by Barbat

Mansour & Suciu, PLLC attorneys and staff. Barbat Mansour & Suciu, PLLC and the other
Class Counsel were careful not to expend unnecessary hours and not to duplicate work done by
others. The time submitted herein reflects only work done on behalf of the Settlement Class.
BARBAT MANSOUR & SUCIU’S LODESTAR AND EXPENSES
6.

Below is a summary of the time spent by Barbat Mansour & Suciu’s attorneys

and staff who were involved in this action, and the lodestar calculation based on the firm’s
billing rates in effect on January 1, 2019. The summary was prepared at my request from
contemporaneous daily time records regularly prepared and maintained by Barbat Mansour &
Suciu’s, which are available at the request of the Court.
7.

As of October 30, 2019, the total number of recorded hours spent on this

litigation by Barbat Mansour & Suciu is 137.7 and the lodestar amount for attorney and support
staff time, based on the Firm’s current rates, is $98,050. A breakdown of my Firm’s lodestar is
reflected below:
Name

Position

Hours

Hourly Rate

Lodestar

Nick Suciu III

Partner

128.2

$750

$96,150.00

Lisa Suciu

Paralegal

9.5

$200

$1,900.00

TOTAL
8.

137.7

$98,050.00

The hourly rates shown above are charged for each individual in all of our cases.

The hourly rates for the partners, associate attorneys, and professional staff are the usual and
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customary rates that Barbat Mansour & Suciu has charged in non-contingent matters and that
have been accepted and approved in other recent class action litigation around the country.
9.

As Barbat Mansour & Suciu’s work on this case is ongoing, I anticipate that

Barbat Mansour & Suciu’s lodestar will increase from the present date to the date this case is
finally resolved, in light of work that will be required in connection with finalizing the final
approval papers, implementing the Settlement through to its conclusion, communicating with
Settlement Class Members, and coordinating efforts with Class Counsel, Defendant’s Counsel,
and the Settlement Administrator.
10.

My Firm has expended $206.00 in unreimbursed expenses. This amount was

expended for pro hac vice application filing fees in Kaskoris action and in this action. The
expenses incurred pertaining to this case are reflected in the books and records of this Firm. My
Firm also contributed $5,000 to a joint litigation fund established in the Kaskoris matter. I am
informed and believe that of this amount, $3,705.65 has been expended. Thus my Firm has
expended a total of $3,911.65 in unreimbursed expenses. The declaration of Robert Ahdoot,
filed concurrently herewith provides an accounting of the funds expended through the joint
litigation account.
11.

All the expenses incurred were reasonable and necessary to the prosecution of

this case. I anticipate that there may be additional expenses in seeing this case to its completion.
SUMMARY OF WORK PERFORMED BY BARBAT MANSOUR & SUCIU
12.

In this matter, my Firm made meaningful contributions to the case by

conducting a thorough factual and legal investigation, engaging in discussions with co-Class
Counsel concerning strategy, assisting with legal and factual research, engaging in settlement
negotiations and discussions, and drafting pleadings and oppositions to motions filed in this
case.
13.

Working in conjunction with other co-Class Counsel, Barbat Mansour & Suciu

conducted extensive investigation and research concerning factual and legal issues prior to
filing the initial complaint and throughout the case until Settlement; assisted in selecting and
3
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retaining Plaintiffs; corresponded with Defendant’s counsel on matters in this litigation;
reviewed and analyzed documents produced by Defendant; engaged in extensive and lengthy
settlement negotiations; prepared papers in connection with preliminary approval of settlement;
conferred regarding Settlement Class Members’ inquiries about the proposed Settlement; and
performed various Settlement-related tasks.
14.

Barbat Mansour & Suciu will continue to represent the Settlement Class through

final approval and completion of the Settlement Administration process.

I declare under penalty of perjury pursuant to the laws of the United States of America
that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed this 1st day of November 2019 in Bloomfield
Hills, Michigan.
___________________
Nick Suciu III
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